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Editorial — PART ONE

Dear reader
Are pedelecs safe?

battery safety standards and the EnergyBus interface standard. Both
Many in Germany are now asking themselves this question: are bikes were developed as private industrial standards, but are currently part
and pedelecs actually dangerous? Reading magazine reports and of the ISO/IEC or CENELEC harmonisation process. ExtraEnergy has also
watching some of the television coverage from the last few weeks, the organised technical seminars since 1995 at which the subject of prodgist was all much the same: that pedelec riding is pretty much tan- uct safety has always formed a major part of proceedings.
tamount to certain death. This impression was reinforced by pictures
of broken handlebars, failed brakes, burning batteries and collapsed
Safety through standards?
frames.
After 11 years of standards development, and current active participation in the IEC/ISO/TC69/JPT61851-3, DKE/GAK 353.0.9 and CLC/TC21X
Which pedelecs are the best?
committees, and leadership of a Working Group of the InternationIn reverse, this question effectively led to the foundation of ExtraEn- al Energy Agency (IEA) on the subject of pedelecs, I have come to realergy in 1992. Then, as now, the question was “which pedelec is the best ise that often 10 to 20 years can pass before harmonisation is impleon the market”. It was unquestionably the case that as with the bicycle, mented: from recognising a problem to an internationally recognised
pedelecs had not come to an evolutionary peak, and nor were they par- standard.
agons of perfection. It was in 1990 that Michael Kutter built the first
pedelec, so pedelecs are a mere 23 years old. But since their start there This means that for a product which is developing as dynamically as
are now several million on the road in Japan and Europe alone.
the pedelec, manufacturers cannot simply refer to the relevant standards in the development of their products. Rather, they need to conUser safety has ALWAYS been a major issue
sider and define the criteria which they will set for their product themfor ExtraEnergy.
selves. This is no easy undertaking, especially because most pedelec
The subject of safety has been examined intensively by ExtraEnergy manufacturers do not have a history of expertise in electrical technolfrom the start. This was given a new impetus through collaboration ogy, electronics, software, electrochemistry and electromagnetic comwith Deutschen Post AG, and the resulting development of the BATSO patibility. So from 2009 to 2011, ExtraEnergy worked with partners SLG
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Editorial — PART TWO

and velotech.de on defining the voluntary GS quality mark (standing
for ‘geprüfte Sicherheit’ or ‘proven safety’). To date, no manufacturer
has managed to meet every aspect of these requirements. This is further indication of how the pedelec is considerably more complex than
most people think. The current loud clamour for a new pedelec quality standard is absurd, because it already exists. Those who are making
these calls haven’t yet put in an appearance at the standards meetings.

The quest for absolute safety!
Safety isn’t an absolute. One tragic example comes in the way that
nowadays, many parents do not let their children ride independently
to school because of safety concerns. Instead they are chauffeured passively to school in the “Taxi of Mum and Dad”. This does make the parents feel that their children are safer, but because of the usually chaotic traffic of parents delivering their kids, the situation is made even
worse for children arriving on foot or by bike. Furthermore, chauffeured kids suffer from a lack of childhood exercise which, according
to WHO statistics, leads to a reduction in lifespan of around eight years.
Unfortunately we live in a world where these effects are increasingly evaluated separately. There are insurers responsible for dealing with
traffic accidents, and other insurers for other aspects of life. The consquence is that car insurance does not see the risks from lack of exercise as relevant, and the health consequences will end up being handled separately by a different insurance scheme.

So who is responsible for safety?
In the end it is down to market regulators, who are responsible for
compliance with the relevant laws. These relevant laws apply to the
technology, as a rule according to harmonised standards. If there is
no applicable standard, then reference should be made to the closest
applicable standard. Applicable standards are often not available: as a
consequence things are sometimes required by law which do not add
to user safety at all – and which might even made a product worse or
less safe. One example is compulsory dynamos for pedelecs 25. This
has now been overturned, but it has been replaced by a new rule which
makes just as little sense.
The officials who oversee these rules, who just a few years ago didn’t
even know what a pedelec is, have now become the definitive ‘pedelec
checkers’. Now they are tackling many things which could only have
happened because of their long neglect of their oversight duties. A lack
of regulation always penalises those who do stick to the rules and, because of the considerable effort and expense of conformity, have to
sell their product at a higher price. Their competitors, who didn’t bother with the applicable regulations, escape scott free and take the profit.

ExtraEnergy, the advocate for customer
satisfaction!

ten years or more until the standards and legal framework are relevant
for pedelecs, and in tune with the latest technology. Over this period,
ExtraEnergy will first focus on illuminating how well customer wishes
are being met by means of testing, and second on participating in the
standards setting process towards eventual harmonisation, which will
form the basis of tomorrow’s laws.
This is something that, for example, Stiftung Warentest, which was subsidised in 2013 by the German Ministry for Consumer Protection with
around 3.5 million Euros of tax-payer money, could not manage. They
also still take money from the car industry lobby and published a tendentious test, with the test methods not even made public. This means
Stiftung Warentest can make no relevant contribution to improving the
fundamentals of product development. Minister Frau Aigner should
“tug at the leash” and withdraw the subsidy from Stiftung Warentest,
because in this case Stiftung Warentest is working blatantly against the
targets for cycling as transport which the national government has set
down in the National Cycling Transport Plan 2020.

Medium-term, the pedelec could reach 30 – 50 %
transport modal share!
According to statistics from the Institute for Trade Research in Cologne,
the pedelec already had a 34.2 % share of the German bicycle market in
2012. This proportion was significantly larger than the other segments:
MTBs 14.9 %, hybrids 26.4 % and ‘others’ 24.5 %. The pedelec is well on
the way to replacing the classic bike in relevance as a mode of transport. And yes – pedelecs need better standards.
Until these exist and are enforced by market regulators, we must urge
caution. However, not to ride pedelecs just because they’re still at the
development stage is also not necessarily safer. According to the ZNS
2004 report, the risk of a serious head injury is highest in a car at 48 %.
In second place are leisure activities at 26 %, then comes motorbike riding with 13 %, then workplace injuries with 9 %, then falls come in at
7 % before around 1 % each for cycling and walking.

How can I buy a safe pedelec?
Ask for the GS and BATSO test marks. Make sure you are shown the CE
marks and conformity declaration. Ask about the maximum permitted weight: if this isn’t appropriate for your body weight or your anticipated payloads, look for another bike. Take a thorough test ride – if
it doesn’t all feel solid for you, move on and try the next pedelec. Unfortunately the source, brand or price are not necessarily good guides.
What does help, however, is to buy from dealers and manufacturers
with something to lose: their good name. Here there is at least the
hope that safety and reliability will mostly be built in.
I hope you enjoy reading this issue, and I wish you all safe and enjoyable riding!

ExtraEnergy has worked since 1992 to ensure that pedelecs match what
customers demand. Safety, though, isn’t usually a customer demand it is a fundamental requirement which goes without saying for prod- Ihr Hannes Neupert
ucts, including of course pedelecs. ExtraEnergy believes that it will be Chairman, ExtraEnergy e.V.
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ISPO Bike

Impressions from ISPO Bike 2013
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Stiftung Warentest + ADAC

FAIL

The EMC test chamber of the SLG Institute in Hartmannsdorf near Chemnitz, with the test stand developed as part of the ExtraEnergy Test series from 2009.

Stiftung Warentest & ADAC
ExtraEnergy’s verdict: defective!
Text Hannes Neupert & Angela Budde

Unfortunately, it seems that fear-mongering was more of a priority than setting definitive product testing criteria. ExtraEnergy’s verdict on this test is “Defective”. When it comes to transparency, Stiftung Warentest and the ADAC must do better.
As a consumer protection organisation, ExtraEnergy welcomes tough
safety standards to keep consumers safe. ExtraEnergy has worked on
this for 21 years. But these testing methods are unreproducible – as
they were disclosed neither to readers nor to manufacturers. Simultaneous publication of the testing methodology and the results is essential for the relevance and authority of these tests. In this internet age,
making a document with all the details available for download should
be no problem.

To what extent were the test methods
influenced by car lobbyists ADAC?
The first pedelec test by the ADAC was conducted in December 2009 by
testers from the ADAC alongside testers from ExtraEnergy and ExtraEnergy Testtechnik in Tanna. The results were, as is customary for tests
from ExtraEnergy, focussed on customer market requirements. See the
article “How Stiftung Warentest and ExtraEnergy do tests”.
The results were generally positive, and so was the tone of the publicity
from the ADAC. It does seem, however, that since that time the leadership of the ADAC have realised that the pedelec is a serious competitor
8
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to the car for transport. Is the pedelec no longer a weird novelty which
it’s safe to write nicely about? Now it’s reports which emphasise the
dangers which predominate. It all suggests that the ADAC are attempting to at least slow the trend away from the car and towards the pedelec, because the ADAC is now unable to stop it. If the ADAC were to report similarly critically about cars, it would have to crash test cars into
trees at 100 km/h each year, publish the test results and warn the car
industry that there is currently not a single car on the market in which
you’d survive such a crash.

Ignoring customer wishes:
coaster brakes marked down
Checking that manufacturers are complying with standards is of
course important. But it’s worth noting that not all standards are sensible. Complaints were made on several products that they used oldfashioned sidewall dynamos – but these were only fitted because German regulators required it! So here manufacturers were being criticised for following the law. ExtraEnergy is against mandatory dynamos
for pedelecs on principle; instead ExtraEnergy advocates freedom to

Stiftung Warentest + ADAC

LEFT Handlebars are no exception to the old mechanic's saying: "It's fine until it isn't!" In other words, at some point even the best components will give out. What matters for users is to know whether this situation occurs under the sort of loads encountered in daily use, or only at unrealistically high loadings far from reality and hence of little user relevance. Stiftung Warentest are still keeping this truly relevant information under their hat – could it be that they have something to hide?
rIGHT Roller test stand trials at velotech.de in Schweinfurt simulate mechanical loadings equivalent to many years' pedelec use.

choose a lighting energy source for pedelecs, but also mandatory day- Various officials are responsible for overseeing CE conformity, but
time running lights front and rear. See the article on “The ideal legal to date they have largely ignored the pedelec. The Stiftung Warentest
framework”.
and ADAC test will certainly ensure that pedelecs quickly become the
focus of official attention. Currently, for example, the North RheinExtraEnergy decided, following the recommendation of its expert pan- Westfalia region is conducting targeted testing of pedelecs. As a result,
el in January 2013, to withdraw from testing against safety-relevant around 1000 pedelecs have already had to be recalled because the imstandards and for legal conformity. Therefore ExtraEnergy will now porter had affixed a CE mark for which, after requests by officials, he
concern itself exclusively with the satisfaction of customer require- could produce no documentary proof of conformity.
ments in its tests. And this is something that the Stiftung Warentest
and ADAC have neglected in their unsophisticated standards test.From Health & Safety officials in the North Rhein-Westfalia and Lower SaxExtraEnergy’s point of view they also made tendentious remarks – for ony regions now want to implement a “pedelec standard” intended to
example criticising when a coaster brake was used. For some user prevent future failures and to increase consumer safety. “This standgroups this is an essential requirement, while other target audiences ard already exists,” Hannes Neupert (Chairman, ExtraEnergy e.V.) told
would find it irritating. Yet of course it’s never been possible to man- them. “It’s called the GS Mark for pedelecs overall, and the BATSO test
ufacture a product which simultaneously satisfies the needs of all pos- mark for batteries.”
sible target audiences. This reinforces the conviction that ExtraEnergy
is pursuing the correct course by leaving the field of testing for slavish
A matter of politics
conformity to institutions like Stiftung Warentest and the ADAC. And to Officials are now waking up and taking on the pedelecs issue. This
government officials, whose job it actually is.
could mean the eventual end of pedelecs. If correct procedure were followed, all pedelecs made in the last ten years would have to be recalled.
Do we need new, tougher laws and standards?
This would mean that in one fell swoop all of the dealers and manufacIf the cycle manufacturers had complied with the basic requirements turers would go bankrupt as they would be unable to fully refund cusderived from CE certification, then there probably wouldn’t have been tomers to the value of the returned pedelecs. For this reason ExtraEnso many pedelecs labelled ‘defective’ in the test. In that case Stiftung ergy is requesting that politicians provide a transition period of three
Warentest could have spared itself the cost of the testing and just years, using this time to train the responsible officials and then to enwarned that incorrectly certified vehicles are not legal.
force on a level playing field.
ExtraEnergy.org 9
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What do the Stiftung Warentest and ADAC test
results mean for me as a customer?
✏✏ If mechanical dangers such as handlebar breakage or defective brakes were noted in the test results on the pedelec you own, you should
go to your dealer for these items to be expertly checked and, if necessary, upgraded.

…and for me as a dealer?
✏

✏

✏

Remove from sale all pedelecs without correct CE certification and
return them to the manufacturer if they are not prepared to rework them with a correct CE mark.
For customers whose pedelecs do not, according to Stiftung
Warentest, meet legal minimum requirements, accept returns for
these gracefully or offer an exchange for another machine of similar value. Send the bike back to the manufacturer and claim back
any financial damages from them.
For future orders, make CE conformity of the product a condition of purchase. Favour products with the GS test mark when
available.

…and for me as a manufacturer?
✏ Make sure all of your products have been tested for CE compliance
by an independent testing institute, if not already done.
✏✏ Only supply products with CE marking.
✏✏ Implement the new BATSO and GS Mark developments. This would
make expensive recalls and image damage through negative test
results, like the current ones, very unlikely.
✏✏ Participate actively in drawing up new, meaningful standards.
✏✏ Invest your profits in quality, product safety and skilled staff,
so that you’ll be well placed into the future to supply competitive
products.
What we need is good, concrete and well-founded proposals as to how
product safety can be checked in the real world. In this regard Stiftung
Warentest, as a tax-payer funded organisation, has a significant role to
play. But this positive outcome could only play out when the proposThe GS Mark
als are drawn up transparently for customers, dealers and manufacturThe GS Mark for pedelecs has existed since May 2010. Its testing crite- ers, are compulsory for all concerned, and provide concrete guidelines
ria are largely based on suggestions from velotech.de GmbH in co-oper- on how to do business.
ation with SLG (Prüf- und Zertifizierungs GmbH) and with ExtraEnergy
e.V., and the criteria are founded on extremely extensive research con- Currently the around 1 million pedelec-25 riders in Germany are worducted in the framework of the ExtraEnergy Pedelec and E-Bike Tests in ried, and have been driven to go back to their supplying dealers to ask
whether their pedelec is not in fact a dangerous and illegal emitter of
2009 and 2010.
interference, which will soon break as they ride along and put them in
hospital.
The BATSO certificate for battery safety
The private BATSO 01 safety standard for pedelec batteries has been
published since 2007, and since 2010 the TÜV Rheinland has tested bat- Dealers have been made to consider whether they can really take on
teries according to BATSO 01. Currently they first 16 battery packs have the responsibility of selling pedelecs.
been successfully tested to the BATSO Standard and certified accordAnd we might also justifiably question whether officials will confiscate
ingly: the list is available at www.BATSO.org.
The BATSO certificate for batteries and the GS Mark for pedelecs are vol- 500,000 pedelecs because of their EMC emissions?
untary. To date there is still not a single pedelec which has been certiQuestions and more questions. But no answers, not even if you downfied with the GS Mark.
load the Stiftung Warentest Electric Bike Test report for € 2.50.
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GS Testing in brief
The GS test criteria main points exceed legal requirements in several areas.

Basics
d Testing for the award of a GS certificate may no longer be carried out by the manufacturer
or importer. It must instead be contracted out to a testing institute notified as qualified for
such tests by the ZLS (Zentralstelle der Länder für Sicherheitstechnik).

Mechanical safety
d Basis: EN 15194 with reference to EN 14764
d Additional requirements:
d Dynamic testing of complete pedelecs on rolling test stand
with 120 kg total mass and pedal drive
d Frame testing with horizontal forces +/- 800N
d From total payload of over 250 kg a parking brake must be provided.
d Requirements of the StVZO must be complied with.
d Manufacturer must specify arrangements for towing trailers.

Electrical safety (inc. battery)
d Basis: EN 15194
d Additional requirements:
d Extra testing of electrical safety to EN 60335-1 where applicable,
d In which the charging process is regarded as unattended use.
d Battery testing to EC 62133
d Charger must be specified and is part of the testing.

Chemical safety
d Basis: legal requirements
d Additional requirements:
d PAK in grips, shifters and saddle (for leather: DMF and chromium)

Manufacturing facility checks
d Requirements from ZLS
d Before the first award of a GS Mark to a manufacturer, an initial factory visit is to be
conducted regarding technical and staff resources, goods inwards controls, production
controls including in-process and end product checking. Product specific requirements
must also be satisfied. The manufacturer must be in a position to implement and
maintain high quality to the GS Mark standard in series production.
d Following the award of a GS Mark, as a rule an annual reinspection of the manufacture
of the GS-certified products should be carried out, at the location where the products
are made, or if necessary at multiple production locations.
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How Stiftung Warentest and ExtraEnergy do tests
Text Hannes Neupert

One aim, two methods. The test of 16 pedelecs by Stiftung Warentest (StiWa – roughly, Germany’s “Goods Testing Foundation”) in
their June 2013 issue was taken up enthusiastically by the media. But how does ExtraEnergy test, and how does Stiftung Warentest?
Two pedelecs received “Good”, three “Satisfactory”, two “Acceptable” Essentially the Stiftung does not maintain its own laboratories, but
and nine were judged “Defective”, due to weak brakes, frame or handle- tests with external partners who are sworn to secrecy. In their test a
bar breakage, high levels of radio interference or transmission defects. striking number of themes cropped up which had developed over the
last four years by ExtraEnergy and two partner product safety labs, SLG
These results were generalised by the press and transformed into and velotech.de, for its own pedelec and e-bike testing. So alongside
headlines which portrayed electric bikes as a safety risk. The Stiftung the current Stiftung test there already exists a second test, one not fiWarentest test showed one thing above all else: that pedelecs have ar- nanced by advertising, independent and safety minded.
rived as central to society.
Alongside any similarities, however, considerable differences in testing
Stiftung Warentest is now looking seriously at the subject of pedelecs: methodology and how the verdicts were awarded remain, and deserve
pedelecs have been classified as relevant to business. ExtraEnergy a more detailed explanation.
takes this as a sign of success for their own work over the years.

Quantitative vs. Qualitative

As early as 1993, ExtraEnergy requested a pedelec test from Stiftung
Warentest. This was refused with the explanation that as a large test
organisation they could only test commercially relevant products and
not niche products, however great their potential. They would only
consider doing such a test when at least 100,000 pedelecs were sold.
That’s why ExtraEnergy started in 1993 with its own tests. Happily, Stiftung Warentest followed suit since 2001. Stiftung Warentest is a statesupported organisation whose remit is consumer protection, and
products are tested for their functionality and value to users, as well as
their environmental credentials. The aim is to “educate” consumers towards affordable, safe and healthy (purchase) behaviour.
12 ExtraEnergy.org

Stiftung Warentest did a quantitative evaluation. So it was determined
beforehand how points were to be given, what the maximum possible points would be, and how many points would lead to an award of
“Very Good”, “Good”, “Satisfactory” and “Defective”. But unfortunately what sort of bike would have achieved maximum marks, or in other
words what the testers saw as the ideal pedelec, was not stated.
ExtraEnergy does its evaluations qualitatively and dynamically. Verdicts are made relative to what’s on the market, and are additionally
sorted by target user groups. Different user groups may have requirements which are distinctly different, so weighted requirements and
applications form product groups. These categories are necessary be-
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Der Typentest
Welches
Pedelec
passt zu mir?
Der
Typentest
Welches
Pedelec passt
zu mir?
Die wachsende Vielzahl von Elektrofahrrädern auf dem Markt
1 Wo entlang führt Ihre typische Fahrstrecke?
macht die Suche nach dem besten Pedelec wichtiger und gleichzeitig immer schwieriger. Die Ansprüche sind vielfältig, die AngeboDie wachsende Vielzahl von Elektrofahrrädern auf dem Markt
te differenzierter. Mit einer neuen Bewertungsmethode haben wir
macht die Suche nach dem besten Pedelec wichtiger und gleichzeiim ExtraEnergy Test für Sie gefragt, welches Fahrzeug welche Wüntig immer schwieriger. Die Ansprüche sind vielfältig, die Angebosche am besten erfüllt.
te differenzierter. Mit einer neuen Bewertungsmethode haben wir
im ExtraEnergy Test für Sie gefragt, welches Fahrzeug welche WünElf Produktgruppen hat das Testteam dazu entwickelt. Da gibt es Easy
sche am besten erfüllt.
Pedelecs für elektromobile Städter, schnelle Pedelecs für Businesstypen
oder Freizeit und Spaß Pedelecs in der Gruppe Sport und mehr. Die
Elf Produktgruppen hat das Testteam dazu entwickelt. Da gibt es Easy
Gruppen stehen alle für die gleichen Kundenwünsche an Pedelecs oder
Pedelecs für elektromobile Städter, schnelle Pedelecs für Businesstypen
E-Bikes, allerdings in unterschiedlicher Gewichtung nach Anforderunoder Freizeit und Spaß Pedelecs in der Gruppe Sport und mehr. Die
gen und Einsatzzwecken. Zur besseren Übersicht, haben wir die einzelGruppen stehen alle für die gleichen Kundenwünsche an Pedelecs oder
nen Typen in die vier Übergruppen Urban, Komfort, Freizeit und TransE-Bikes, allerdings in unterschiedlicher Gewichtung nach Anforderunport sortiert. Die Details der Typenbestimmung finden Sie auf Seite 60.
gen und Einsatzzwecken. Zur besseren Übersicht, haben wir die einzelnen Typen in die vier Übergruppen Urban, Komfort, Freizeit und TransProduktgruPPen Übersicht
port sortiert. Die Details der Typenbestimmung finden Sie auf Seite 60.
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Holland
transPort
Reha

Tour
Sport
Wellness
Tour
Sport
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Freizeit
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Lasten

testen sie selbst

Die Frage welches das beste Elektrorad für Sie ist, können nur Sie selbst
beantworten. Tests geben Ihnen einen ersten Überblick, doch bevor Sie
testen sie selbst
sich auf die Produktberichte konzentrieren, testen Sie sich doch einmal
Die Frage welches das beste Elektrorad für Sie ist, können nur Sie selbst
selbst.
beantworten. Tests geben Ihnen einen ersten Überblick, doch bevor Sie
sich auf die Produktberichte konzentrieren, testen Sie sich doch einmal
Fragen Sie sich, auf welchen Strecken Sie Ihr LEV am meisten fahren
selbst.
werden, ob zum Beispiel in der Stadt oder auf Strecken mit steilen Anstiegen? Welche Eigenschaften sind für Sie an Ihrem Elektrorad unverFragen Sie sich, auf welchen Strecken Sie Ihr LEV am meisten fahren
zichtbar? Muss Ihr Display High Tech bieten oder reicht es Ihnen zu
werden, ob zum Beispiel in der Stadt oder auf Strecken mit steilen Anwissen, wie lange die Batterie noch reicht? Beantworten Sie fünf Grundstiegen? Welche Eigenschaften sind für Sie an Ihrem Elektrorad unverfragen und finden Sie heraus, welcher Produkt Typ zu Ihnen passt.
zichtbar? Muss Ihr Display High Tech bieten oder reicht es Ihnen zu
wissen, wie lange die Batterie noch reicht? Beantworten Sie fünf GrundBei der Auswertung können Sie sich einfach anhand der Piktogramme
fragen und finden Sie heraus, welcher Produkt Typ zu Ihnen passt.
neben den Produktgruppen orientieren. Treffen mindestens drei Anforderungen zu, könnte Ihr Traum Pedelec in dieser Produktgruppe
Bei der Auswertung können Sie sich einfach anhand der Piktogramme
sein. Viel Spaß!
neben den Produktgruppen orientieren. Treffen mindestens drei Anforderungen zu, könnte Ihr Traum Pedelec in dieser Produktgruppe
sein. Viel Spaß!

1 Wo entlang führt Ihre typische Fahrstrecke?

Stadt

Berg und Tal

Stadt und Land

Stadt

Berg und Tal

Stadt und Land

2 Welchen Komfort erwarten Sie von Ihrem Display?
2 Welchen Komfort erwarten Sie von Ihrem Display?

einfach

komfortabel

multimedial

einfach

komfortabel

multimedial

3 Mit welcher Geschwindigkeit sind Sie meist unterwegs?
3 Mit welcher Geschwindigkeit sind Sie meist unterwegs?

gemächlich

mittel

schnell

gemächlich

mittel

schnell

4 Wieviel müssen Sie transportieren?
4 Wieviel müssen Sie transportieren?

Handgepäck

Gepäck

Lasten

Handgepäck

Gepäck

Lasten

5 Wie tragbar, oder transportabel, muss Ihr Gefährt sein?
5 Wie tragbar, oder transportabel, muss Ihr Gefährt sein?

schieben

tragen

leicht tragen (faltbar)

schieben

tragen

leicht tragen (faltbar)
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When comparing test methodologies and how the results are communicated, the background of the testing and publishing organisations should not be overlooked. ExtraEnergy e.V. is attempting with its testing to drive forwards the technical development of pedelecs which meet customer wishes and to help customers to find the currently available pedelec which best suits their requirements. Stiftung Warentest appears, by playing up the fear-factor, to be attempting to raise its circulation, and the ADAC seems to be attempting to
keep its members firmly behind the wheels of their cars – or at least to slow down their conversion to riding pedelecs.

cause in a growing market with a wide variety
of different vehicle types for a wide variety of
different user groups, these cannot all be fairly compared directly without differentiation.
Verdicts are awarded rather as in the Olympic
Games. There, the best in any category gets a
gold medal, even if another athlete from another category put in a much faster performance, or if the best on the day broke no record. Thus in the ExtraEnergy Test there is a
test winner in every category of every test,
and this sets the bar for the other pedelecs in
this category. “Very Good” means a so-called
“customer requirement satisfaction factor (KFactor)” of 8 to 10. A test verdict of “Good” is
awarded from K-Factor 5.
This methodology means that when tests are
repeated, bikes can fall down the rankings.
This is because a year later they may still have
exactly the same absolute performance, but
relative to other market offerings they will
now be lower ranked, because newer, better
products have appeared in the same category.
Each type of evaluation has its justification.
ExtraEnergy is however following its statutory objective of accelerating the development
of Light Electric Vehicles. A market develops

best through satisfied customers, and these
are realised through product comparisons
which awards innovations with a high K-factor more highly than those vehicles with the
best exam results but which do not necessarily fulfil important functions and so may disappoint customers.

Prototypes vs. series production

Often, pre-production vehicles are tested. In
this way ExtraEnergy can help manufacturers to identify problem early and to fix them
before series production. So over the last 21
years of testing, the association has contributed to a number of products being improved,
or withdrawn, by the manufacturer before
they reached the market.

One general difference between ExtraEnergy
and Stiftung Warentest procedures is in the vehicles under test and how these are procured.
The Stiftung always buys vehicles from the
open market and publicises any defects, without giving the manufacturer a chance to remedy these if possible.

Each method has its advantages and disadvantages, and they often reach similar results
but with differing consequences. While the
StiWa has now almost caused a panic about
weak brakes on pedelecs, in its Autumn Test
in 2010 ExtraEnergy was already addressing
lack of braking on pedelecs. In the 2010 Autumn Test alone, deficiencies in braking powFor the ExtraEnergy Test, in contrast, produc- er were identified on 19 pedelecs. The manuers provide vehicles willingly, and they pay facturers were informed and 14 solved the isfor the test in advance through a fee. They sue to our full satisfaction. The other five were
are shown the results in advance of publi- marked down, and this was published.
cation and have the opportunity to address
deficiencies.
Among those who addressed the deficiencies
was Cycle Union with the Kreidler Vitality. The
If manufacturers refuse to address defects or company was informed by ExtraEnergy in Janto withdraw the product from market, natu- uary 2010 about the issues with the braking
rally this will be published by ExtraEnergy.
system in testing and so it was in a position to
ExtraEnergy.org 13
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address the problem before the first production and deliveries of this
bike in February 2011.

the Stiftung Warentest report. For ExtraEnergy this is a calculated value,
derived from comparing the rider’s pedal power and motor output to
the power used on a reference bike without electric assist.
For other defects, such as for example electromagnetic interference is- The range values determined by Stiftung Warentest are only rounded
sues, improvements are unfortunately rather slower to come, because values and very much relative, because no information is given about
this area is a hitherto unknown area for most cycle manufacturers, the test profile or even the assist mode used. It’s like testing a car and
who are mostly highly skilled mechanically.
not saying if you’ve tested the pulling power on hills.
Because purely mechanical bikes do not need to carry a CE mark, the
topic of CE conformity is also new territory for most manufacturers.
On this subject ExtraEnergy has offered much advice on the need for
correct CE declarations and this has induced many companies to conform to the regulations.

Verdict on the verdict
Unfortunately, the Stiftung Warentest’s range measurements were
carried out on a not very realistic test stand: see the article “Stiftung
Warentest & ADAC – ExtraEnergy verdict: defective”.
Range and power assist factor (U-factor) are still core criteria for most
customers when choosing a pedelec. Yet U-factor was not measured in
14 ExtraEnergy.org

With some incomprehension ExtraEnergy has established that Stiftung
Warentest has gone for blind trust in manufacturer claims of battery
type. Indeed, all batteries are lithium-ion batteries, but details of battery chemistry, such as Li-Ion Mn or Li-Ion Mn-Ni-Co, are incomplete,
and apparently given pretty much at random – and clearly not checked.
Furthermore, these details are hardly relevant for customers.
A joint weakness of both the Stiftung Warentest and ExtraEnergy tests
is in the lack of authoritative verdicts on battery longevity and manufacturer warranty performance. Both factors are hard to measure, but
both are important for users.
ExtraEnergy will continue to work on further improving its tests.

Stiftung Warentest vs. extraenergy

EG-Konformitätserklärung
EC Declaration of Conformity

This appendix of the Machinery
Directive includes the necessary
requirements for the conformity
declaration.

This is what a valid EU conformity declaration looks like.

Relevant for chargers.

im Sinne der EG-Richtlinie 2006/42
/EG
according to EC directive 2006/42 über Maschinen (Anhang II A)
/EC on machinery (Annex II A)
Name und Anschrift des Herstell
ers
ggf. Name und Anschrift seines
Name and address of the manufac
in der EU
turer:
niedergelassenen Bevollmächtigte
n
where appropriate his authoris
ed representative in EU
MUSTER GmbH
MODEL IMPORTER Ltd.
Ingenieurweg 7
Engineerstr. 100
99999 Musterhausen
100000 Modelcity

Diese Erklärung bezieht sich
nur auf die Maschine in dem
Zustand, in dem sie in Verkehr
Endnutzer nachträglich angebrac
gebracht wurde; vom
hte Teile und/oder nachträglich
vorgenommene Eingriffe bleiben
Erklärung verliert ihre Gültigkei
t, wenn das Produkt ohne Zustimmu
unberücksichtigt. Die
ng umgebaut oder verändert
This declaration relates exclusive
wird.
ly to the machinery in the state
in which it was placed on the
components which are added
market, and excludes
and/or operations carried out
subsequently by the final user.
valid, if the product is modified
The declaration is no more
without agreement.

Hiermit erklären wir, dass die
nachstehend beschriebene Maschin
e / Anlage
Herewith we declare, that the
machinery described below
Produktbezeichnung / product
denomination:
Musterteilmaschine
Serien- / Typenbezeichnung
/ model/type:
Style
Maschinen-/Seriennummer /
machinery / serial number:
007
Baujahr / Year of manufacture:
2010
allen einschlägigen Bestimmungen
der Maschinenrichtlinie 2006/42
über elektromagnetische Verträgl
/EG sowie der Richtlinie 2004/10
ichkeit entspricht.
8/EG
Die Schutzziele der Richtlinie
2006/95/EG über elektrische
Betriebsmittel werden eingeha
is complying with all essentia
lten.
l requirements of the Machine
ry
Directive
2004/108/EC relating to electrom
2006/42/EC and Directive
agnetic compatibility..
The safety objectives of the Directive
2006/95/EC relating to electrica
l equipment are observed.
Ggf.: Angewandte harmon
isierte Normen / Where appropr
iate: Harmonised Standards
(Beispiel, muss für jede Maschin
used
e ermittelt werden! / Example
to be identified for each machine
!)

EN ISO 12100-1 Sicherheit von
Maschinen 4/2004
Grundbegriffe / Safety of Machiner
y
- Basic concepts

EN 61000-6-4
9/2007

EN ISO 12100-2 Sicherheit von
Maschinen 4/2004
Technische Leitsätze / Safety
of
Machinery - Technical principles

EN 61000-6-2
3/2006

EN 60204-1
6/2007

…..

Elektrische Ausrüstung von Maschine
n
Electrical equipment of machines

EMV – Fachgrundnorm:
Störaussendung Industriebereiche
EMC - Generic standard: Emission
for industrial environments

EMV – Fachgrundnorm:
Störfestigkeit Industriebereiche
EMC - Generic standards: Immunity
for industrial environments

Ggf.: Angewandte sonstige
technische Normen und Spezifik
ationen
Other technical standards and
specifications used:

.......

Managing Director, Technical
Director etc …

ggf. Name, Anschrift und Kennnu
mmer der benannten Stelle,
das EG-Baumusterprüfverfah
durchgeführt hat, sowie die Numme
ren
r
Qualitätssicherungssystem genehm der EG-Baumusterprüfbescheinigung oder die das umfasse
nde
igt hat.
where appropriate, the name,
address and identification number
the EC type-examination and
of
the
notified
body
which
the number of the EC type-exa
carried out
quality assurance system
mination certificate or which approved
the full

Bevollmächtigter für die Zusamm
enstellung der relevanten technis
The person authorised to compile
chen Unterlagen (EU-Adresse)
the relevant technical docume
ntation (must be established
within EU):

Muster GmbH
Abteilung , Hr./Fr. Muster
Musterstr. 99
99099 Musterstadt

________________________

Ort, Datum
Place, Date

________________________

________________________
Name, Vorname und Funktion
______
des Unterzeichners
surname, first name and function
Unterschrift
of signatory
Signature
h_2006-42

Konformitaetserklaerung_Masc

.DOC

ABOUT ExtraEnergy
✏✏ What is ExtraEnergy?
✏✏ How are the test bikes chosen?
ExtraEnergy is a legal association. We have tested electric bikes since ExtraEnergy isn’t a state-funded institution: registration for the tests
1992 to help develop the current market and to publish comparative is voluntary for manufacturers, and involves a fee. We do also buy
results.
some so-called ‘bargain’ bikes so as to illustrate the ‘shadow side’ of
the market – although there are sometimes positive surprises to be
found here, too.
✏✏ Why comparative?
For us what matters is not the objectively best pedelec, but the best pedelecs currently on the market for particular users.
✏✏ How is your independence guaranteed?
The ‘deal’ is that what the manufacturer pays for is to be informed of
any problems in advance, with the opportunity to remedy them, or
✏✏ So what does quality mean?
For the test we do apply benchmarks as the ideal standard, but these to decide against publication. This can occur, for example, when we
are relative, and appropriate to the intended use. The requirements or discover safety defects which result in a recall. Naturally we will only
quality measures are weighted differently between product groups, so refrain from publishing this if the manufacturer takes action i.e. imenabling us to classify the vehicle types.
proves the bike or withdraws it from the market.
✏✏ What does that mean for readers?
It’s essential to be clear about your own circumstances and what you
intend to use the bike for and where. The icons in the text and the classification into product groups should make it easier for you to get your
bearings.

✏✏ What do the award stamps mean?
Our award stamps are a verdict of quality. Bikes which carry these
stamps have withstood our tests in Tanna on Tour, City and Hills circuits, and proven themselves as ‘Good’ or ‘Very Good’ pedelecs in our
market comparisons.
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IDEal legal framework

The ideal legal framework
according to ExtraEnergy
Text Hannes Neupert

ExtraEnergy has closely followed the lawmaking process for over 21 years, and would like to see more proactive politics from legislators.
Practical experience from Japan, China, the USA and Europa shows us that legislation can play a decisive role in market development.
For some time now ExtraEnergy has lobbied for the repeal of mandatory dynamo rules. Another of our demands is the removal of the requirement for a driving license for using pedelecs with ‘push assist’.
These two demands from ExtraEnergy were implemented in 2013 by
the Federal Government. Further demands, which a proactive legislator would be most welcome to champion, are still outstanding:

1

NO DRIVE POWER LIMIT

…because power can also mean safety rather than danger if it is properly regulated. A cargo bike clearly needs more than 250 W of power.
The current law, which permits 250 W nominal continuous rated power, is a farce anyway because it does not clearly state how exactly 250 W
continuous rated power is to be defined, only that the manufacturer
must proclaim this clearly on the motor nameplate. Some more cheeky
manufacturers already have products on the market capable of 800 W
continuous, but the motor nameplate still says 250 W.

er. This would mean that children could ride pedelecs at a younger age
without riding dangerously fast. The same goes for unfit adults of any
age, who in general have less riding experience.
This type of regulation would be based on the case of conventional bicycles, where maximum speed is also linked to rider power. However, it
would also mean that even not so fit people, even with cargo, could climb
any hill at at least 15 km/h, thanks to the unlimited electrical power.

3

32 KM/H TOP SPEED FOR ALL PEDELECS
or a 30 km/h urban speed limit
for all road users.

→→ Power assist to max. 15 km/h at muscle power below 50 W
→→ Power assist to max. 20 km/h at muscle power below 100 W
→→ Power assist to max. 25 km/h at muscle power below 150 W
→→ Power assist to max. 32 km/h at muscle power above 150 W

32 km/h is a figure which has international resonance. In the USA, for
example, 20 mph is allowed, which converts to 32 km/h. And in many
urban areas in Europe there are 30 km/h zones. If pedelec riders are to
participate here as fully fledged road users this would make a considerable contribution to road safety, because equal speed would mean
pedelec riders are less easily overlooked, and dangerous overtaking
manoeuvres would be unnecessary. 32 km/h is a speed which would
be perceived as very efficient and which would permit, in an area
with good transport infrastructure, average riding speeds of around
25 km/h. This would make pedelecs a competitive form of transport for
commuters with journeys up to at least 25 km.

Safe riding at higher speeds isn’t possible for everyone. On conventional bikes the speed is naturally limited by the physical capacity
of the rider. Motors with rotation sensors remove this natural limit.
Torque sensors retain the principle of speed determined by rider pow-

A blanket urban speed limit of 30 km/h for all traffic, including cyclists,
would significantly reduce the potential for dangerous conflict between road users because overtaking manoeuvres would make much
less sense.

2

TORQUE SENSORS COMPULSORY – ROTATION
SENSOR PEDELECS BANNED

16 ExtraEnergy.org

ideal legal framework

4

NO LIMIT ON WHEEL,
TRACK OR RIDER COUNT

8

ExtraEnergy believes that special four-wheeled cycles with their excellent stability, high transport capacity and high permissible payloads can play an important part for families, the elderly and also for
commercial cargo carriers. Vehicles such as self-compensating trailers, handbikes (wheelchairs coupled to a hand-cranked front end) and
many other special vehicles will enrich everyday life.

5

um

gesetzt
NO DYNAMO COMPULSION
BUT FREE CHOICE OF ENERGY SOURCE FOR LIGHTS

Unfortunately still not implemented is our demand for a compulsory
daytime running light function.

6

NO MINIMUM LIGHTING POWER IN WATTS
BUT A MINIMUM LIGHT OUTPUT INSTEAD

For example, 80 Lux for the front light instead of today’s 10 Lux and
the option of incorporating indicators.

7

NO COMPULSORY HELMETS – BUT ENCOURAGEMENT
OF HELMET WEARING WHERE THEIR USE IS APPROPRIATE

It might be possible to develop helmets which are suitable for pedelecs
but which are significantly safer than current cycle helmets, while being better ventilated and lighter than motorbike helmets.

PUSH/START ASSIST TO 6 KM/H ALLOWED
WITH NO LICENSE - FOR ALL PEDELECS

umgeset

zt

One demand unfortunately still not implemented is that start assist
(for setting off) should only operate when two controls are operated simultaneously on the two handlebar grips. This would ensure that both
hands are on the bars, and it would also rule out unintended operation
of the start assist. Start assist should also cut out after five minutes of
continuous operation, and only re-start after release and re-activation
of the controls, with a one second delay, to discourage continuous riding with the start assist.

9

NO DRIVING LICENSE NEEDED
AND NO AGE LIMITS

10

RIGHT TO USE CYCLE PATHS
BUT NOT COMPULSION

11

NO COMPULSORY INSURANCE

12

CHARGE SOCKETS MUST COMPLY
WITH THE ENERGYBUS STANDARD

The risks of riding a pedelec should in every case be born by compulsory personal third party insurance.

This would make charging with any EnergyBus compliant charger posProtective clothing such as helmets can be very sensible, but compul- sible. This is an important precondition for unified and future-proof
sory use of helmets, as advocated from several quarters is, in the cur- infrastructure.
rent environment at least, definitely not a productive move. It would
put a damper on public acceptable of cycling for transport and so poBATTERY SALES BANNED
tentially lead to more deaths, because many more people across EuBOTH SEPARATELY AND WITH PEDELECS
rope die from lack of exercise than die in traffic. It’s possible to im- This is the only way to ensure that batteries are not treated as throwagine, as an alternative to helmets, ‘airbag vests’ which in the case of away items which need to be swapped out every two or three years, so
an accident would inflate the rider into a sort of ‘Michelin man’. This increasing profits for dealers and manufacturers. Instead, this would
would make more sense than a helmet which, while it can protect the ensure that batteries would be supplied to customers by the battery
head, also increases the likelihood of severe neck injury. In any case we manufacturer or a battery hire company. Once they reach the end of
can expect many more active safety technologies which could alter the their life they can be easily collected for efficient recycling which could
entire safety paradigm.
re-use the raw ingredients.

13
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test ANALYSIS

Meeting customer wishes
How ExtraEnergy evaluates
Text Andreas Törpsch

The ExtraEnergy Test is designed as a comparative test. The qualities and ratings of any particular bike are set in the context of the
others also in the current test. Instead of coming up with absolute ratings, current offerings are compared. The objective is not
to come up with a universally applicable ‘verdict’ but to help cusAll pedelecs and e-bikes undergo the same test
procedure. Each bike is equipped with measuring sensors and is ridden by each test rider at least once around each circuit. In the Ergonomics Test the evaluation is carried out
by interested members of the public: 20 volunteer testers see how easily each pedelec can
be heaved over a step, how easily the batteries
are to change, and more, resulting finally in a
subjective ranking for each of the ExtraEnergy
product categories.
Most of the product categories will seem familiar at first glance, and derived from ‘classic’ cycling categories such as city or touring
bikes. But the categories in the ExtraEnergy
Test are set with strict criteria. Minimum requirements for measured values such as range
or speed are part of this, as are inclusion criteria such as a full chaincases or a particular
payload capacity. These criteria are informed
by ExtraEnergy’s many years of experience,
and tempered with a dash of vision. In our
considerations, the key factors are who will
ride where, with which pedelec, and what will
they need for this.
Family pedelecs, for example, need a minimum payload rating of 110 kg, to permit
mounting a child seat, and to offer a peak
power assistance factor (taken as the ‘Hills’ UFactor) of at least 1. Behind this is the knowledge that families need pedelecs on which you
can carry children and shopping. They must
be easy to get moving without falling off and
should offer reliable progress.
As well as having minimum requirements and
inclusion criteria, all product categories are
assigned customer requirements. Customer
requirements of a pedelec are in principle universal, although they are not all equally important to every user. So each requirement is
given a weighting (Figure 1). To make these requirements, and how well they are satisfied,
18 ExtraEnergy.org

tomers to find, with the help of product groupings, the pedelec
which is best matched to their needs. The sorting of the test bikes
into categories is not done arbitrarily, but follows defined criteria
and minimum requirements. Add in a dash of perspective and the
test results are complete.

quantifiable, each is assigned to one or more
relevant measured values. For range, the link
to the measured range value is obvious, while
peak assist power is expressed by the ‘Hills’
U-factor. So in the evaluation, the range on
a touring bike is more significant than on an
Easy Pedelec – and so it is given a correspondingly higher weighting.

Because the user and the intended use are
closely interrelated, a little lateral thinking
is sometimes required. For a Tour Pedelec it
is not, as you might at first think, the range
which is the most important aspect, but the
ease of use. Because you have luggage with
you on tour anyway, carrying a second battery
as well is relatively easy. Also, most batteries

Customer desire

Evaluated in testing by

High assist power

Tour power assist factor (U-factor)
City power assist factor (U-factor)

High peak power assist

Hills power assist factor (U-factor)

High range

Tour range

High hill-climbing ability

Hills range

Fast travel speed

Tour speed
City speed

Low rolling resistance

Ride quality with motor off
Power losses

Easy to transport

Lift bike up steps/grip points on frame
Push over a kerb/lifting the bike
Put bike on a car rear bike rack

High similarity to a bicycle

Bike weight (kg)
Stability when parked
Quality of the bike components

Low noise

Drive system noise level in operation

Easy to use

Handling with power assist on
Remove the battery
Adjust to an ergonomic fit
Ease of operation
Replace battery pack
Find matching charger
Set ride mode

Low purchase price

Total price of the bike

Highly attractive

Design/appearance

Low maintenance

Battery price
Serviceability
Battery service life

High reliability

Drive system reliability

test ANALYSIS

are now sufficient for typical daily distances,
which is recognised in the 40 km minimum
range for a Tour Pedelec. Ease of use however
is essential, because one of the main areas of
application for a Tour Pedelec is cycle tourism.
Inexperienced users need a hire bike which
they can handle easily, and on which they can
if necessary fix a small breakdown themselves.

customers this categorisation means easier
decision making: once you are clear about your
own priorities, it’s easy to see which bikes will
best match your personal requirements.

ues, give points for each bicycle. These are normalised from 1 to 10. This normalization also
simultaneously sets the ranking, expressed as
a K factor, for customer (Kunde in German) requirement fulfilment. The best bike in every
Leading up to the final test verdict, all values group is declared the test winner and receives
are entered into a spreadsheet, via which the the top K factor of 10. All of the other pedelecs
bikes are automatically sorted into product in the category are measured against this, and
groups, bearing in mind the exclusion criteria are awarded the seal of approval which matchTo distinguish the 14 requirements clear- and minimum requirements. The weighted re- es their K factor.
ly and to avoid arbitrary judgements, Extra- quirements, together with the measured valEnergy employs the ‘pair comparison’ methhigh reliability
high assist power
10
od. Each customer requirement was compared
with another, for each category. So for examlow maintenance
high peak load assist
ple we asked whether range for a touring bike
5
was more significant than high assist powlow purchase price
high range
er, and the responses were given values of 2
high quality
(more important), 1 (equal) or 0 (less important). Going through each requirement gave
easy to use
high hillclimbing ability
them all points, and these were summed to
give the weighting, and hence the profile for
that category.
fast travel speed
low noise
There are a total of 12 product categories,
which are divided into four overall sectors of
Urban, Comfort, Leisure and Transport. For

High peak power assist
High range
High hill-climbing ability
Fast travel speed
Low rolling resistance
Easy to transport
High similarity to a bicycle
Low noise
Easy to use
Low purchase price
Low maintenance
High reliability

Ranking

Relative impor

Absolute importance

High reliability

Low maintenance

Low purchase price

Easy to use

Low noise

High similarity to a bicycle

Easy to transport

Low rolling resistance

Fast travel speed

High hill-climbing ability

High range

High peak power assist

High assist power
High assist power

easy to transport

]

More important
Equally important
Less important

low rolling resistance

high similarity to a bicycle

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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ergonomiCS test

The toughest test: everyday use
or: how to test a pedelec for yourself – fast!
text Nora Manrtey

At first glance, buying a pedelec looks simple enough. You go to
a shop, take a look around, sit on the bike, try one out if you like
it, chat to the salesman a little, then glance down at the price… at

which point you decide you need to think about it. But really, you
should have sat down to think a bit earlier, because a pedelec really is a lot more than just a bike with an electric motor.

In contrast to conventional bikes, electric bikes are complex products,
whose performance cannot be summed up in single figure or component; instead they are a complex symbiosis of man and machine. The
motor on a pedelec only assists
Pedelecs are hybrid vewhen the rider is pedalling. So it is
hicles combining muscle a hybrid vehicle combining muscle
and Motor power
and motor power, and overall performance depends on other factors
too. As a user you could (but you don’t have to) get involved with details of the software setup, the compatibility of the components and
component selection. But what really matters in everyday use is ride
quality and practical ease of use.

moving the battery (if possible) is easy to do, and test the various
mechanisms on other pedelecs and so learn more about your own preferences. With a new product like the pedelec, you need to get to know
it a little before you can decide which is right for you.

RIDE, THEN DECIDE
Everyday ease of use is fed into the ExtraEnergy verdicts via the ergonomics tests. Our testers set themselves to operate the test bikes,
without instructions, but with a reYour preferences will
port form. Various stationary obdepend on the product,
stacles simulate everyday situabut also your lifestyle
tions such as stairs or car boot sills,
and other aspects give information
about the intuitive usability of the bikes, for example how easy the
battery is to remove or replace.

Influencing this are factors which don’t relate to the product at all, but
to your own life circumstances. For example, when it comes to lifting
tests, if your parking space is on ground level the vehicle doesn’t necessarily need to be light to carry; but if you live on the third floor, weight
and ease of carrying could be critical.
A short ride on a flat road is only enough to get a first impression of
the handling. You can only really find out whether you want a longerterm relationship with the bike if
The ergonomics tests
you can go up and down a bit. A hill
or even just a ramp can give an im- features questionnaires
– not user manuals!
pression of the power assist at peak
loads. A couple of steps can be used
for an extra carrying test. A good indicator of the rolling resistance of a
bike is riding without the motor, because loss of power is always possible. Switching it off as you ride on a good surface will also show you how
easy the display is to reach and operate.

You can do your own user testing using the questionnaire from the ExtraYou don’t have to actually take the pedelec to pieces in the bike shop, Energy Pedelec & E-Bike Test. If you are lucky enough to find a wide range
but you should ask for a brief introduction to the technology or for of pedelecs at your dealer, you can also record your impressions and evalpermission to fiddle a little. So you could for example check that re- uate them back at home before you decide on your electric bike. d
20 ExtraEnergy.org

#

The evaluaTion uses marks from 1 (very good) To 6 (unsaTisfacTory).
Below each question are comments which may help you with your evaluation.

d TEST STATION 1

BATTERY AND CHARGER – CONNECTING AND CHARGING

Battery removal (if possible): How easy is it to remove the battery?
Is there a grip, for example? Does it slide out easily or need force? Can it jam?
Lock (if present): How well does the lock operate?
e.g. is the key easy to turn or does it catch, is there a clear ›locked‹ indication or marking…
Find the charger for the battery: how clearly can the charger for this particular battery be identified?
Is there for example a marking such as the brand name? Is the connector unique, or could different plugs fit?
Battery replacement: How easily can the battery be replaced?
Is replacing it easy? Is there a ›locked‹ indication? Is it clear how it should be put in place?

d TEST STATION 2
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ADJUSTMENT – BEFORE YOU RIDE

Ergonomic adjustment: can the bike be adjusted to suit you personally?
Can e.g. the handlebar be easily adjusted and seat height set, with or without tools, tight enough?
Choose riding mode. Can the ride mode be selected easily?
Is e.g. the display self-explanatory, easy to read, is it easy to find the on button?

d TEST STATION 6

4

LOADING BAY STEP – OBSTACLES AND TRANSPORT

Push the bike over a loading bay step: how easily does the bike travel over the edge?
Is it for example light enough, are there places to hold it easily, does it catch anywhere…

d TEST STATION 5

3

STEPS – STORAGE AND USE

Carry the bike up the steps. How easy is it to carry the bike over the steps?
Is it for example light enough, are there good grip locations, can it be stored in a stairway?

d TEST STATION 4

2

CAR CARRIER – TOURING

Car carrier: how easy is it to attach the bike to the car carrier?
Is it for example light enough to roll or lift into place? Can the frame be easily secured?

d TEST STATION 3

1

TEST IT TRACK – TEST RIDE

Power assist on the flat: how well does the motor assist you as you ride?
Does the power come evenly, too early, too late, smoothly?
Power assist on hills: how well does the motor assist on an incline?
Does the power come too late, too little, does it fade out?
Ride quality with motor assist: how does the bike ride with power assist operating?
Does it feel for example safe, pleasant, does it roll along easily?
Ride quality without the motor: how does the bike ride overall without motor assist?
Does it feel e.g. safe, is it easy rolling or heavy going, is there noticeable resistance?
Drive noise: how is the motor noise?
Is it e.g. too loud or barely audible, unpleasant or unobjectionable?
Ease of use: how easy is the bike to operate as you ride?
Is the display e.g. easy to reach, clear, can you switch off the motor as you ride?
Parking: how securely does the bike stand up?
Is the stand easily folded out (if fitted), does it wobble or hold the bike securely?
Design / Style: How much do you like the overall look of the bike?
A matter of taste…
Fun factor: How much fun did the ride deliver for you overall?
A matter of taste…
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TESTING BY TYPE

TESTING BY TYPE
Which pedelec will suit me best?
The sheer number of electric bikes on the market makes the hunt
for the best pedelec ever more difficult, but also ever more necessary. The criteria are various, the bikes on offer ever more varied.
With our evaluation methodology in the ExtraEnergy Test we have
asked the questions for you: which bike will fulfil your requirements the best?
Twelve product categories have been defined - or rather, have evolved
over time. So there are Easy Pedelecs for urban e-mobility, fast pedelecs
for business types or leisure, and fun pedelecs in the Sport category, and more. The categories all represent the same customer requirements of the pedelecs or e-bikes, but with differing weightings according to the category’s demands and applications. For extra clarity, the
particular types are divided into four overall groups: Urban, Comfort,
Leisure and Transport. You can find more details of how categories are
determined on page 16.

PRODUCT CATEGORY OVERVIEW
Urban

1 Where do you typically ride your bike?

City

Hills and valleys

Town and country

2 What sophistication do you expect from the display?
www

Simple

Comfortable

300m

Multimedia

Comfort
3 How fast do you generally ride?

Easy
Business
Folding + Compact

City-Comfort
Classic
Rehab

LEISURE

Transport

Tour
Sport (Offroad / Road)
Lifestyle

Family
Cargo

Leisurely

Average

Fast

4 How much luggage do you have to carry?

TEST FOR YOURSELF
Only you can answer the question of which pedelec will be the best for
you. Tests give a first overview, but before you start poring over product reports, you should really do some testing of your own.
Ask yourself what sort of distances you would usually ride on your pedelec, and whether this is around town and/or with steep climbs involved? Which pedelec features are essential for you? Does your display need to give high tech info or is it enough for you to know how
long the battery will last? Answer five basic questions and you will see
which product type will suit you.

Hand luggage

Luggage

Cargo

5 How easy to carry, or transport, must your vehicle be?

In this evaluation you can easily keep track using the pictograms alongside the product categories. If at least three requirements match, your
perfect pedelec could lie in this product category. Enjoy!
Pushable
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Carryable

Easy to carry (folds)

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

WLTM: the perfect pedelec
Not every pedelec will suit everyone: rather, a particular choice But you’re sure to find your perfect pedelec in our ‘lonely hearts
may appeal to those with common interest or life circumstances. ads’ below; the icons will help you make a speedy selection.

Urban
Business Pedelec

Easy Pedelec

d

d

www

m

300

1 / Ra 25 km / Vmin 27
Load 90 kg / UB 0.5 / Ra 20 km / Lights / Stand Load 90 kg / UB
red spirit? I am always busy,
Do you like things simple and uncomplicat- Looking for a kind
and set high expectations for
ed? Then I, as an Easy Pedelec, am your per- am well insured
as a Business Pedelec, you can
fect partner for the urban everyday. I’m fully myself. With me,
cut and thrust of everyday
law-abiding and look pretty much like a nor- be master of the
business life. Price is no probmal bike. Take me with you and I’ll give you a travel and of the
28
lem: what matters is performance. d Page
real boost. d Page 28

FOLDING + CompaCt Pedelec

d

Load 90 kg / UB 0.5 / Ra 15 km / max. 22 kg
Want flexibility and no strings attached? As a
Folding Pedelec I fit into all sorts of lifestyles.
Open relationships with other forms of transport are no problem. I’m happy to be with you
around town and also love riding in a mobile
home. d Page 28

Comfort – LEISURE

d

City-Comfort pedelec

ClassiC Pedelec

d

Load 95 kg / UB 0.5 / Ra 15 km / Lights / Stand Load 90 kg / UB 0.5 / Ra 15 km / Lights / Stand
Love the sweet city life, and crave comfort? Seeking a traditionally minded pedal-pal for
As a City-Comfort Pedelec I’ll pamper you with companionable rides? As a Classic Pedelec, I
full suspension and ease the strain of the little enjoy both city and countryside trips. My
stresses of city life. Let’s go shopping together chain is well tucked away in a closed chaincase and my components are all of top
or take a quick minibreak! d Page 60
quality.
I have no problem carr ying passenge
rs on my
robust rear rack.d Page 60

d

Tour Pedelec

ier rack
Load 110 kg / UB 0.5 / Ra 40 km / Carr
excurlove
I
?
Travelling companion required
age. I
lugg
sions and longer tours, even with
do
you
like to stop off for refuelling, but if
up on rewant to do a longer ride, I can stock
ble, solid
serves. As a Tour Pedelec I am relia
70
and heavy duty. d Page

LEISURE – Transport

d

lifestyle Pedelec
www

m

300

sport Pedelec

d

d

km / sporty
Load 90 kg / UB 1.0 / Ra 15
Load 90 kg / UB 1.2 / Ra 15 km
a Sports Pedelec you can
Are you seeking a partner for the good times? Crave adventure? As
ed.
l and down, or at top spe
As a Lifestyle Pedelec I’m pleasant to ride and ride me hard, uphil
I’m
and
at
gre
fun, I look
easy-going. I love getting out and about amid I’m powerful and
.
nd
nature and enjoy short rides or city breaks - right on tre
d Page 70
ideally together with you! d Page 70

Ride terrain

Display sophistication

City
Hills and valleys
Town and country

www

300m

Speed

Luggage

Load 110 kg / UB 1 / Ra 30 km / Child-fri
endly
Au pair required? As a Family Pede
lec I am
highly reliable, communicative and
seek a
long-term relationship. I’ll take you
to your
appointments in one trip with no prob
lems,
even with heavy loads, trailers or child
seats,
and I’ll happily take your children to
school or
on outings. d Page 88

Transportability

Simple

Average

Hand luggage

Pushable

Comfortable

Fast

Luggage

Carryable

Multimedia

familY Pedelec

Easy to carry (folds)

Abbreviations
Load
Ra
Vmin
UB
		

max. payload
min. range
min. speed
min. power assist level
on hills
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BENCHMARK BIKE

Kalkhoff · Agattu

MEASUREMENTS
RIDE PERFORMANCE: TOUR
Ø-speed
19 km/h
Rider power
168 W
RIDE PERFORMANCE: HILLS
Ø-speed
11 km/h
Rider power
206 W
RIDE PERFORMANCE: CITY
Ø-speed
Rider power

The benchmark or reference bike is a normal bicycle, so not fitted with
any extra motor or battery. The model used was chosen because it is
similar to many pedelecs in geometry and in components fitted. It is
fitted for example with Shimano Nexus hub gears, which are also used
on many of the pedelecs currently on the market. It has 28" wheels
and Continental city tyres in an ‘average’ width. The benchmark bike

11 km/h
137 W

weighs 17.9 kg, so it is not exactly lightweight, although in its class it
is not a particularly heavy model. Test riders have awarded the reference bike subjectively very good ride quality, and furthermore, even
when the going got tougher for the test riders, all managed the steepest section of the test circuit, with a 15 % gradient, on this bike, without dismounting.

SPECIFICATION
max. PAYLOAD 120 kg
FRAME 28" Aluminium
SIZES Low step: 28" 45, 50, 55 cm
FORK RST Verso Adj
GEARS Shimano Nexus 8-speed hub gearing, twist grip
brAKES R/R Conzept SL 4 finger V-brake
WHEELS Rodi Freeway Alu hollow section rims
			 f Shimano DH-3N20 hub dynamo, Nexus hub
TYRES ContinentalCityRide42-622,reflective strips, puncture resist
LIGHTS f B&M Lumotec Fly Halogen r Basta X-Ray Steady
extras Height adjustable stand, ergonomic grips, alu rack
			 Post Moderne suspension seatpost, angle adjust stem
WEIGHT Overall
PRICE Whole bike

17.9 kg
€ 499

Derby Cycle Werke GmbH
Siemensstraße 1–3 · 49661 Cloppenburg
24 ExtraEnergy.org

Tel 044 71 96 60
Fax 047 71 96 64 48 45

Mail info@kalkhoff-bikes.de
Web www.kalkhoff-bikes.de

Key points COMPARED

Key points compared
Criteria for prioritising particular characteristics
The 'Key Points' box on the test pages illustrates advantages and disadvantages schematically as plusses and minuses.
The system sets clear lower and upper bounds
and defined characteristics, which can be either pros (+) or cons (–), or sometimes both
(+/–), in which case it is a ‘matter of taste’ and
should be left to the individual customer.

Criteria for range
»high«
if Tour range ≥ 60 km
		
and / or City range ≥ 30 km
»low«
if Tour range ≤ 35 km

Criteria for rating of the battery status display
»On the bars, inaccurate« if there is an accurate display of battery charge status on the battery itself, but only a voltage-based, inaccurate display on the handlebars.

Criteria for power assist factor rating
»high«
if U-Factor for Tour, City
		
and / or Hills ≥ 1.4

»inaccurate« if there is an accurate display of battery charge level
neither on the handlebars nor on the battery itself.

Criteria for push assist rating
+ – positive/negative rating, because it is particularly helpful when
setting off on bikes which are fitted with only a pedal rotation
sensor, but on the other hand it is only legal to use for riders born
before 1965 or who have at least a moped license.
Criteria for payload rating
»high«
if payload ≥ 110 kg
Criteria for weight rating
»high«
if total bike weight ≥ 27 kg
»low«
if total bike weight ≤ 22 kg
Criteria for price rating
»high«
if total price > 2950 €
»low«
if total price < 800 €
NOTE: This is not a rating of value for money, but purely an indicator
of either high or low purchase price.

Drive noise level
»loud«
for a rating of > 3 in the ergonomics test
»quiet«
for a rating of ≥ 1.5 in the ergonomics test
Other criteria
+ positive rating, if regenerative braking function present
+ positive rating, if remaining range readout present
+ positive rating, if one key is used for both bike lock and
battery lock
+ – positive/negative rating, if license plate and
insurance are compulsory
+ – positive/negative rating, if fitted with an LCD display.
– negative rating, if all-weather equipment such as lighting,
mudguards or carrier rack are absent.
General notes
Setting the criteria for rating particular characteristics of a bike is driven by the measured results of all of the bikes in the test. This can sometimes lead, for example, to a folding pedelec weighing 21 kg being ranked
as a ‘light’ pedelec, although that is a rather high weight for a folding bike.
So the evaluation is against the current field of test bikes, not against an
ideal case.
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test WINNERS

Test winners at a glance
Congratulations from ExtraEnergy!

URBAN — Easy Pedelec — WINNER
Kettler · Traveller-E Sport

URBAN — FOLDING/CompaCt Pedelec — WINNER
Kalkhoff · Sahel Compact i8

COMFORT — ClassiC Pedelec — WINNER
Grace · Easy
26 ExtraEnergy.org

URBAN — Business Pedelec — WINNEr
FLYER · Vollblut 500

COMFORT — City-Comfort Pedelec — WINNER
Kalkhoff · Pro Connect X27

COMFORT — rehaB Pedelec — WINNER
Kalkhoff · Impulse Ergo NuVinci

test WINNERS

LEISURE — Tour Pedelec — WINNER
Utopia · Kranich Dual Drive

LEISURE — Sport offRoad Pedelec — WINNER
Bulls · CrossRider

LEISURE— Sport Road Pedelec —WINNER
Stromer · ST1

LEISURE — lifestyle Pedelec — WINNER
A2B · Shima

The test results are
shown in full on the
following pages.
Transport — FamiLY Pedelec — WINNER
riese & müller · Kendu hybrid NuVinci
ExtraEnergy.org 27

urban

Easy

high reliability

10

high assist power

low maintenance

high peak load assist
5

low purchase price
high quality

high range

easy to use

high hillclimbing ability

fast travel speed

low noise

low rolling resistance

high similarity to a bicycle
easy to transport

Business

high reliability

10

high assist power

low maintenance

high peak load assist
5

www

low purchase price
high quality

high range

m

300

easy to use

high hillclimbing ability

fast travel speed

low noise

low rolling resistance

high similarity to a bicycle
easy to transport

Folding + Compact

high reliability

10

high assist power

low maintenance

high peak load assist
5

low purchase price
high quality

high range

easy to use

high hillclimbing ability

fast travel speed

low noise

low rolling resistance

high similarity to a bicycle
easy to transport
28
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urban

Urban
19 test bikes in this
category.

E-mobility is increasingly equated with urban mobility. Even if the buzzwords may make
it seem over-hyped, the facts speak for themselves. Electric bikes are a perfect match for
city mobility.
Pedelecs are a new product employing innovative technology, and electric bikes encapsulate
perfectly the transport and mobility needs
of 21st century lifestyles. Most people live in
cities or in their immediate vicinity. Life and
work require flexibility and mobility, under
ever greater time and space pressures.

5 test bikes in this
category.

Pedelecs and e-bikes respond with their low
purchase price (compared to cars), minimal
parking space needs, and they offer a healthy
and nimble alternative when it comes to getting around congested inner cities for short
trips. The plain bicycle can do the same, too,
but the pedelec can go faster, further and
sweat-free.

lights, stand and mudguards. A good power assist system also makes shorter outings
and city tours easy. “Effortless mobility” is the
watchword for Easy Pedelec riders.
The second product category, Folding Pedelecs,
is a bit more specialist. Clearly they have to
fold, and so offer the freedom of mixed-mode
mobility. Commuters can combine their pedelecs with other means of transport such as
bus, tram, train or of course car. Perfect for
people who live out in the country and work
in the city. Folding pedelecs must be easily
carried, preferably with the battery in place,
and this can then be charged in the office or
at home. There were three of this type in the
ExtraEnergy Test. All are qualified for modern,
hybrid lifestyle use.

Given these advantages it’s no wonder that
it’s into the Urban category grouping that the
largest number of pedelecs are placed. With- If you’re the type to stay out in front, then
in this, they are divided into various applica- you need to consider a Business Pedelec. Into
tion areas.
this category come the fast pedelecs, which
provide assist up to 45 km/h. Top specificaEasy Pedelecs are designed for everyday ur- tion and performance even on hills, and high
ban use. They look like normal bikes and ride range, are all attributes which may well come
the same way, just easier. Use and specifica- at a price. Business class for business people.
tion are uncomplicated but city-capable, with

All vehicles in the Urban category:

3 test bikes in this
category.

FLYER · T7R Deluxe..........................................30
GIANT · Twist Freedom 1.................................32
Kettler · Berlin Royal-e....................................34
Kettler · Obra Comfort....................................36
Kettler · Traveller-E Sport...............................38
Kettler · Twin Ergo..........................................40
MIFA · Cyco E.Bike............................................42
Raleigh · Dover i360 Harmony.......................44
Saxonette · X-Road 1......................................46
VICTORIA · Mondeville....................................48
FLYER · Vollblut 500.........................................50
Haibike · EQ XDURO Trekking S......................52
FLYER · Faltrad Eco R Deluxe...........................54
Kalkhoff · Sahel Compact i8...........................56

A2B · Shima...................................................... 72
Diamant · Mandara Deluxe +.........................88
FLYER · X-Serie(650B) XT Deluxe SE................84
Kalkhoff · Impulse Ergo NuVinci....................66
Kalkhoff · Pro Connect X27............................60
Kalkhoff · Tasman Classic i8R........................64
Kettler · Layana-e Plus....................................74
riese & müller · Kendu hybrid NuVinci.........90
Sinus · B2......................................................... 92
Stromer · ST1..................................................76
Utopia · Kranich Dual Drive............................70
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Easy Pedelec

FLYER · T7R Deluxe

Product category assignment
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 8
City-Comfort Pedelec K-Factor 5

SUMMARY The Flyer T7R comes across as a reliable, distinctly classy companion for rides
through town and country, with no serious flaws.

A pleasure! That phrase came up astonishingly frequently in the reports from test riders on the Flyer T7R Deluxe. And they hit the
nail on the head. The relaxed riding position:
a pleasure. The well-balanced feel of this low
step-through bike with its secure straightline handling: a pleasure. The reliable mid mo-
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tor with its positive action: a pleasure. The
ride comfort thanks to suspension, ergonomic grips and a comfortable saddle: a pleasure.
The package is rounded off with a clear display,
buttons in easy reach, a solid specification and
acceptable battery life.

Key points
+ High range Tour/City
+ High power assist levels on Hills
+ Push assist
+ One key for both battery and frame locks
+ Coaster brake
+ Remaining range display
– High overall weight
– High price

Easy Pedelec

FLYER · T7R Deluxe
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

66.3
24.9
1.32

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

27.8
19.8
1.44

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

37.4
15.7
1.21

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

28.8
3.9

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

1.6
1.7
1.6
2.7
3.7
3.0
1.6
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.3
2.1
1.9
1.8

2.990.00
745.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 120 kg
Drive system 250W Panasonic mid motor
Sensor type Rotation, torque and speed sensors
Battery 476Wh Li-Ion 36V 13.2 Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes d W 50cm XS,S,M,L,XL
Fork Suspension forks: Suntour NCX Light Lockout
Transmission Shimano Nexus 8-speed w. coaster brake, twist shifter

contact
Biketec AG
Schwende 1 · CH-4950 Huttwill

Tel 0041 62959 5555
Fax 0041 62959 5566

All new: instead of a charge level display with a few LEDs, there is a digital readout of
charge level in percent. Not the most significant of innovations perhaps, but happily it has also retained the function which lets you check easily how much the battery
is ageing: just hold the button for three seconds and the display shows the remaining
absolute capacity.

Brakes Magura HS 33 hydraulic rim brakes, coaster brake
Wheels Alex Rims DH 19 f Hub dynamo DH-3N30
 r Nexus hub gear
Tyres Schwalbe Marathon Plus 40-622
Lighting f Busch & Müller Lumotec IQ Fly T with daytime running 		
			 light function r Toplight Flat
extras Rear stand, push/starting assist, remaining range readout,
		 angle adjustable stem, Speedlifter, suspension seatpost,
		 keyed alike frame lock, ergonomic grips, coaster brake

Mail info@flyer.ch
Web www.flyer.ch

The battery is easy to remove and provides a good range, but it has become rather wide.
Some test riders occasionally touched the battery case with their heels or shoes.
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Easy Pedelec

GIANT · Twist Freedom 1

Product category assignment
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 8
City-Comfort Pedelec K-Factor 4

Summary  The Yamaha motor in the Giant goes to work with gusto, but around the cut-off
limit in particular it behaves rather less than elegantly. As a bike the Twist Freedom is
completely convincing, although the small battery won’t take you especially far.

Perhaps the most intriguing element of this
chic pedelec is the drive system, because the
Giant Twist’s frame hosts a brand new motor
from Yamaha. With this model from the major Japanese corporation there’s now yet another global player alongside Panasonic, Bosch
etc. with a mid motor system. And this motor
turns out to be a real powerhouse – the measurements confirm it. It accelerates the Giant
low step-through machine eagerly to the assist cut-off speed limit region around 25 km/h.
Then, however, it cuts out rather abruptly, and
so the Twist Freedom’s ride, especially around
the assist limit region, is somewhat less than

32
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harmonious. Operating the motor, though,
was easy: the rider can switch between three
assist levels using two buttons, and a five step
display shows battery status. There’s no cycle computer function with speed readout etc.
But apart from that, this Giant was convincing all round. Riders felt good in the saddle
thanks to decent comfort and a pleasant riding position. The low, central centre of gravity
gives the Twist a well balanced character, and
it reacts responsively to steering inputs. The
specification, too, is all in order, especially given the rather affordable price point. Only for
very extended rides might the Twist not be

Key points
+ High power assist levels on Tour, Hills
and City circuits
+ High payloads permitted
+ – Simple control unit
– Motor assist is non-harmonious at times
– Low range overall

the most suitable, because with just 36.6 km
measured on the Tour circuit, the Giant took
last place in our test of 25 km/h electric bikes.
It was also towards the back of the field for
Hills and City riding.

Easy Pedelec

GIANT · Twist Freedom 1
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

36.6
25.9
1.97

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

15.6
21.2
1.67

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

22.3
17.1
1.56

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

26.7
2.7

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

1.7
2.2
2.9
2.6
3.3
2.8
2.8
1.8
1.9
2.7
1.9
2.1
2.1
2.0

2.199.90
499.90

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 146 kg
Drive system 250W GIANT SyncDrive C Yamaha mid motor
Sensor type Torque and speed sensors, gear sensor for motor RPM.
Battery 324Wh Li-Ion Polymer 36V 9Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes GTS M50/L55/XL60cm LDS S46/M50/L55cm
Fork Suspension forks: Suntour CR-9V
Transmission Shimano Nexus 8-speed hub gear, twist shifter
Brakes Hydraulic rim brakes Magura HS 11
contact
GIANT Deutschland GmbH
Mettmanner Str. 25 · 40699 Erkrath

Tel 0049 211 99894-0
Fax 0049 211 99894-26

A mid motor from the inventors of the pedelec mid motor – Yamaha – with a centrally-positioned battery, drives the Twist Freedom. The lockable battery is also easily removed.

Wheels GIANT GX02 hollow section rims f Shimano DH-3N30
			  r Nexus hub gear
Tyres Schwalbe Energizer Reflex 40-622
Lighting v Trelock Bike-i Uno LED with standlight function
					  r Spanninga Plateo
extras suspension seatpost, angle adjustable stem, centre stand,
		 ergonomic grips

Mail info@giant-bikes.de
Web www.giant-bicycles.de

The user controls of the Giant Twist: simple but effective. The two ‘up and down’ buttons in the middle of the photo are easy to operate with your thumb, although the
dainty on-off button on the edge of the casing might take a little more finding.
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Easy Pedelec

Kettler · Berlin Royal-e
Product category assignment
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 8
Lifestyle Pedelec K-Factor 1

Summary  As a seriously chic retro-cruiser with a well-considered design, the Berlin Royal-e
is aimed squarely at style-conscious city cyclists. Motor, comfort and handling impressed.
Overall a convincing test performance.

If it were not for the battery amid the diamond frame, this bike might have come from
a different age. Kettler are going all out for
retro appeal with the Berlin Royal-e. And this
capital city cycle is a real eye-catcher: shiny
chrome parts for handlebar, lights and seatpost, matched with brown leather on saddle and grips, all giving the matt black frame
a classically elegant charm. Even the colour
of the tyres fits seamlessly into the carefully
considered design. A further visual highlight
is the chic rear bag, an optional extra. But in
just the first few metres of test riding, it’s clear
that Kettler hasn’t simply revived a bike from
yesteryear with the Berlin. In its commanding
handling, relaxed riding position and especially the electric assist this retro bike is bang up
to date. The Berlin Royal-e is driven by a reli-
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able and powerful Bosch mid motor which
makes a major contribution to the fun ride;
Kettler has tweaked the motor settings since
the previous ExtraEnergy test. The drive now
reacts noticeably more eagerly and powerfully. Nonetheless, this bike lends itself more to
leisurely riding than to city sprinting – not
least thanks to the rather high weight. Riding
this 27.5 kg bike without motor assist is as you
would expect an effort. The range of this retro e-bike is in order, though it was below the
average in all of the test environments. Testers also criticised the braking performance:
the roller brakes were working at their limits
on such a heavy pedelec, especially when the
rider was no lightweight. Furthermore, there
is no suspension on the Berlin, although comfort wasn’t too lacking thanks to the com-

Key points
+ High power assist levels for Tour
+ Remaining range display
+ Push assist
+ Stylish design
– Testers criticised braking performance
– High weight

fortable saddle, ergonomically shaped leather
grips and the high-volume tyres. Given appropriate inflation pressure these provided really respectable shock absorption – and not just
on Berlin’s famously potholed streets.

Easy Pedelec

Kettler · Berlin Royal-e
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

52.7
26.4
1.69

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

19.9
21.4
1.39

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

24.5
15.3
1.39

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

27.5
2.5

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

1.8
1.6
1.8
2.8
4.1
3.3
3.0
2.0
1.8
2.9
2.5
1.6
1.7
1.7

2.599.00
no information

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 250W Bosch mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque, speed sensors
Battery 400Wh Li-Ion 36V, 11Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes H 50/55cm
Fork rigid unicrown
Transmission Shimano Nexus 8 speed, twist shifter
Brakes Shimano roller brake BRIM81
contact
Heinz Kettler GmbH & Co. KG
Hauptstr. 28, 59469 Ense-Parsit

Tel 0049 2938 810
Fax 0049 2938 81910 00

Colour co-ordinated: brown, black and silver are the repeated colour elements of the
Kettler Berlin Royal-E.

Wheels Mach 1 Hollow section rims Neo 29er f Shimano Hub
	 dynamo DH3 R35 r Shimano Nexus 8 with freewheel
Tyres Schwalbe Big Apple 55-622
Lighting f RetroStyle r Spanninga Pixeo
extras Rear stand, push/start assist, remaining range readout,
		 ergonomic grips

Mail bike@kettler.net
Web www.kettler-bike.de

Roller brakes, and the now no longer legally required hub dynamo. The roller brakes
with their large heatsinks provide reliable braking, but are not as powerful as many
rim or disk brakes. They were rated negatively for this by some test riders, but positively by others.
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Easy Pedelec

Kettler · Obra Comfort

Product category assignment
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 7
City-Comfort Pedelec K-Factor 4

Summary  A comfy pedelec for the city circuit. Comfort, assist system and specification all
contribute to a well rounded package with enough range for touring and commuting.

Get on and feel good: this low step-through
bike invites you to take a comfy ride through
the city. The backwards-swept handlebar provides a relaxed riding position, and ergonomic grips, suspension fork and saddle provide
comfort to match. And the good specification, including a coaster brake, ensures safety. Moreover, the bike rolls along reliably: not
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a trace of nervousness. That also applies to
the motor, which pushes smoothly and even
gently, as is appropriate to the comfort theme.
The Obra Comfort achieved respectable range:
67 km for Tour and almost 36 on Hills – few
mid motors last as long. But without motor
assist, the bike can only be ridden with some
effort.

Key points
+ Good range for Tour, City
+ One key for both battery and frame locks
+ Remaining range display
+ Coaster brake
– High overall weight

Easy Pedelec

Kettler · Obra Comfort
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

66.9
24.1
1.21

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

35.5
20.4
1.31

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

40.9
16.1
1.22

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

29.8
4.5

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

1.6
1.8
1.9
3.2
4.3
3.5
2.2
2.1
2.5
3.2
1.8
2.0
1.9
2.1

2.749.00
no information

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system Panasonic mid motor 250 W
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 555 Wh Li-Ion 36 V 15.4 Ah, removable and lockable
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes D W 42, 45, 50, 55 cm
Fork Suspension forks: Suntour CR 8 V with lockout
Transmission Shimano Nexus 8-speed hub gear, twist shifter
Brakes Magura HS11 hydraulic rim brakes, coaster brake
contact
Heinz Kettler GmbH & Co. KG
Hauptstr. 28, 59469 Ense-Parsit

Tel 0049 2938 810
Fax 0049 2938 81910 00

Exemplary easy to use controls: three buttons for the most important functions (on/
off, mode) plus a battery status display.

Wheels v/h Mach 1 hollow section rims 260 f Shimano hub
				dynamo DN3 N30 r Shimano Nexus hub gear with coaster
				brake
Tyres Schwalbe Energizer Active 47-622
Lighting v B&M Lumotec Lyt T Senso Plus h B&M ToplightLine Plus
extras Frame lock AXA keyed alike, angle adjustable stem,
		 Speedlifter, rear stand, ergonomic grips

Mail bike@kettler.net
Web www.kettler-bike.de

A small but significant detail: the reinforced jockey wheel on the drive system which
permits use of a coaster brake.
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Easy Pedelec

Kettler · Traveller-E Sport

Product category assignment
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 10
City-Comfort Pedelec K-Factor 7

Summary  Full throttle, full fun: Kettler’s Traveller-e Sport impresses with a powerful motor
and top handling. Updating it has paid off – test winner!

It’s an old friend: the Traveller-e Sport previously swept the board in the last ExtraEnergy test, so Kettler didn’t have a particularly strong reason to change this sporty tourer. And so they declined the opportunity to
fit the Traveller with the new Bosch ride computer with larger display and remote handlebar controls. But the motor does now operate
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more powerfully, with a matching reduction
in battery life. The update has paid off: testers evaluated the ride quality even more highly than that of the already highly rated previous year’s model. Otherwise this pedelec impressed with a good specification and sleek
design.

Key points
+ High range for Tour and City circuits
+ High power assist levels for Tour, on the
		 Hills and in the City
+ Push assist
+ Remaining range display

Easy Pedelec

Kettler · Traveller-E Sport
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

64.8
26.0
1.74

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

21.2
22.2
1.75

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

35.0
15.9
1.49

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

24.1
2.5

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

1.6
1.4
1.7
2.1
2.7
2.5
2.6
1.6
1.6
2.1
2.7
1.5
2.1
1.5

2.599.00
Unknown

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 250W Bosch mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 400Wh Li-Ion 36V 11Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes H Diamant 51/55cm D T/W 47/53cm, 26" W 42cm
Fork Suspension forks: Suntour NEX 4610
Transmission Shimano SLX 10-Gang, Rapidfire
Brakes Tektro Draco, hydraulic disks
contact
Heinz Kettler GmbH & Co. KG
Hauptstr. 28, 59469 Ense-Parsit

Tel 0049 2938 810
Fax 0049 2938 81910 00

Hydroforming is used to optimise the cable entry points on the downtube, and its
joint with the headtube. Special Schwalbe tyres and Busch und Müller front light are
just two examples of the high quality components on the Kettler Traveller E-Sport.

Wheels Mach1 Neo 29" f Shimano Sport hub dynamo Deore LX
			  r SLX
Tyres Schwalbe Energizer Plus Tour 40-622
Lighting f Busch &Müller Lumotec Lyt 10Nplus r integrated
					  in the rear rack
extras Suspension seatpost, angle adjustable stem, push & start
assist, remaining range readout, rear stand, ergonomic grips

Mail bike@kettler.net
Web www.kettler-bike.de

The black of the Bosch drive stands in strong contrast to the white frame. Disk brakes
front and rear ensure that the white frame won’t be quickly dirtied by brake block dust
as it would with rim brakes.
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Easy Pedelec

Kettler · Twin Ergo

Product category assignment
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 9
City-Comfort Pedelec K-Factor 6

Summary  High comfort meets long range: the Kettler Twin invites extended touring – and
fully justifies its ‘ergo’ name.

A pedelec to relax on – the testers found few
pedelecs as comfortable a ride as the Twin
Ergo. The ergonomic grips, comfortable saddle
and the swept-back handlebars are to thank
for this, and the comfort doesn’t end there
– thanks to suspension and easily adjustable
stem. This distinctly heavy bike follows steer-
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ing input with aplomb and unruffled, while
the motor drives evenly and smoothly, which
all adds to the effect. Only on the hills could it
have been a bit more powerful, but this does
mean the batteries hold up well. Even in the
hills they hold more than 32 km-worth of full
power assist.

Key points
+ High range on Tour and City circuits
+ High power assist levels on Tour and
		 for Hills
+ Comfortable
+ Coaster brake
– High weight

Easy Pedelec

Kettler · Twin Ergo
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

88.2
26.4
1.53

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

32.6
20.5
1.54

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

41.1
15.9
1.30

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

27.6
4.5

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

1.9
2.1
1.9
2.8
3.8
3.3
2.4
2.1
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.1
1.9
2.4

2.499.00
k.A.

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 250W Panasonic mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 555Wh Li-Ion 36V 15.4 Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes W 47/53/57cm 26" 45cm
Fork Suspension forks: Suntour CR 7 V adjustable
Transmission Shimano Nexus 7-speed, twist shifter
Brakes f/r rim V-brakes XXL brake blocks & coaster brake
contact
Heinz Kettler GmbH & Co. KG
Hauptstr. 28, 59469 Ense-Parsit

Tel 0049 2938 810
Fax 0049 2938 81910 00

A saddle which should offer ergonomic advantages, with its central part removed. Not
a new concept, but nicely implemented here. But how it matches your posterior is, as
always with saddles, a matter of very personal taste which varies between test riders.
So testing for yourself is more important than ever!

Wheels Mach1 hollow section rims 260 f Shimano hub dynamo
		 DH 3 N20 r Nexus hub gear
Tyres Continental CityRide 42-622
Lighting f Trelock Bike-I Uno r Trelock LS 613 Dual Flat
extras Angle adjustable stem, suspension seatpost, rear stand,
ergonomic grips

Mail bike@kettler.net
Web www.kettler-bike.de

Theft proofing as standard: Kettler has applied the registration identification sticker
for CODE-No.com to one of the chainstays. Once you have registered successfully, anyone can check by SMS or via the QR code link whether this vehicle has been reported as stolen goods.
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Easy Pedelec

MIFA · Cyco E.Bike

Product category assignment
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 3

Summary  This Aldi pedelec is no high flyer, especially because of the low range for hills and
city, but in the context of the price it gave a generally creditable performance.

Many manufacturers won’t even sell you a
spare battery for € 699. But Aldi will give you
an entire pedelec – and not a bad one, at that.
The workmanship on the frame is respectable,
the cables are cleanly arranged, comfort is OK,
and even the components make a positive impression. Exceptions are the basic V-brakes
and the side-runner dynamo, but it does have
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a coaster brake. The simple front motor is
slow to kick in, and distinctly audible when
it does. And it won’t take you all that far: on
the Hills and City circuits the Cyco was in last
place in the test. The gear ratios also seemed
a bit low. Service arrangements for repairs or
other issues could also prove problematic.

Key points
+ High payload permitted
+ Low price
+ Coaster brake
– Low range for City/Hills
– Side-runner dynamo only
– Noisy motor

Easy Pedelec

MIFA · Cyco E.Bike
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

61.6
24.6
1.28

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

15.0
19.9
1.15

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

18.5
15.1
1.19

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

26.1
3.1

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance

3.4
1.9
2.9
2.8
3.3
2.6
2.9
2.9
3.1
3.3
3.6
2.3
2.4
2.9

PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

699.00
279.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 150 kg
Drive system 250W front hub motor
Sensor type Rotation sensor
Battery 360Wh Li-Ion 36V 10Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes W 46cm
Fork Suspension forks: Suntour CR8
Transmission Shimano Nexus 7-speed, twist shifter
Brakes f/r Shimano V-Brake, coaster brake
contact
MIFA Mitteldeutsche Fahrradwerke AG
Kyselhäuser Str. 23 · 06526 Sangerhausen

Tel 0049 3464 5370
Fax 0049 3464 537300

Battery status display on the rear rack mounted battery shows charge level in five
steps when you press the button (with the bike stationary).

Wheels Vuelta Airtec 3 f hub motor r Nexus hub gear
Tyres Innova 40-622
Lighting f AXA Sprint 20 r Picadilly
extras Suspension seatpost, centre stand, angle adjustable
		 stem, frame lock, ergonomic grips

Mail info@mifa.de
Web www.mifa.de

Exemplary cable routing via a frame tube section which functions as a cable channel.
This makes it possible for the cable loom to be fitted in one piece with plugs pre-assembled. This also makes it easily accessed for repairs.
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Easy Pedelec

Raleigh · Dover i360 Harmony

Product category assignment
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 7
City-Comfort Pedelec K-Factor 6

Summary  The Dover I360 Harmony makes a strong impression, and it’s capable of seriously
long tours. Safe handling and automatic transmission make for an enjoyable ride.

This is pedelec high art: a bike with respectable range, a good range of gears and, not least,
not especially heavy. That’s what Raleigh have
achieved with the Dover I360 Harmony. The
ingredients are a powerful Impulse mid motor with 540 Wh battery pack and high quality components, including the NuVinci Harmo-
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ny automatic hub gear transmission. Together with good comfort it combines to give an
all-round relaxed rider experience, which the
clean straight-line handling of the Dover complements perfectly. The motor lets your muscles play a full part on tour, where the battery
holds up for a full 70 km range.

Key points
+ High range Tour/City
+ High power assist Tour/Hills
+ Push assist
+ Remaining range display
+ One key for both battery and frame locks
– High price

Pedelec

Raleigh · Dover i360 Harmony
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

69.6
27.0
1.88

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

30.0
23.7
1.51

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

37.2
16.7
1.32

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

25.8
3.0

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance

1.9
2.3
2.4
2.4
3.6
2.5
3.0
2.3
1.8
2.4
1.9
2.1
2.0
1.9

PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

3.199.99
799.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 250W Impulse mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 540Wh Li-Ion 36V, 15Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes H Diamant 50/55/60 cm T 45/50/55 cm
Fork Suspension forks: Verso III Magnesium, lockout
Transmission NuVinci 360 Harmony stepless, twist shifter
Brakes Magura HS11 hydraulic rim brakes
contact
Raleigh Univega GmbH
Siemensstr. 1–3 · 49661 Cloppenburg

Tel 0049 4471 92340
Fax 0049 4471 9234240

An interesting idea: the pedelec’s computer displays the cost of the current trip. But it
really needs more decimal places for the electricity cost alone. Unfortunately the more
truly relevant costs such as battery replacement are not shown.

Wheels Rodi Scorpion f Shimano Alfine hub dynamo
 r NuVinci
Tyres Schwalbe Marathon Supreme 42-622
Lighting f Busch &Müller Lumotec Cyo RT daytime running light
			 with sensor r B&M Toplight Flat Safe
extras Frame lock keyed alike, angle adjustable stem,
		 rear stand, suspension seatpost, push & start
		 assist, remaining range readout, ergonomic grips

Mail info@raleigh-univega.de
Web www.raleigh-bikes.de

Control of the automatic hub gear is purely electronic, although it does use this small
twist grip. The gear-changing functions could perhaps have been integrated with the
main pedelec computer system.
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Easy Pedelec

Saxonette · X-Road 1

Product category assignment
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 4
Tour Pedelec K-Factor 2

Summary  Saxonette has delivered a solid pedelec with the X-Road 1. But the motor responds somewhat slowly, and the battery is swiftly exhausted in Hills and City riding.

X-Road 1 – it could be the name of a spaceship.
True, the Bafang rear motor doesn’t exactly
accelerate this Saxonette pedelec like a rocket, but it nonetheless gives a respectable push
– especially on the hills. But the motor reacts
rather sluggishly – it cuts in with a slight delay and stays on noticeably too. Furthermore,
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it calls it a day once the large display shows
23 km/h. The small battery is placed unobtrusively behind the seatpost in a basket. Unusually, it’s secured only via a simple cable lock.
When it comes to handling, the X-Road is agile, as the rider sits quite stretched-out. The
wide tyres provide comfort.

Key points
+ High range for Tour
+ High power assist levels for Hills
+ Very compact battery pack
+ – 9 power assist levels
– Motor cuts out early

Easy Pedelec

Saxonette · X-Road 1
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

64.1
23.9
1.18

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

18.0
20.9
1.42

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

21.3
15.7
1.29

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

25.6
2.7

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance

4.0
2.6
3.5
2.4
3.3
2.6
2.3
3.7
2.4
2.7
2.3
3.0
2.9
2.3

PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

2.240.00
560.00

bike data & contact
Wheels AlexRims DA 16, 28" f Joytech r Motor
Tyres Kenda 47-622
Lighting Spanninga Daryo, battery light
extras Centre stand, angle adjustable stem, key-actuated
		 battery shutdown, ergonomic grips

Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 250W Bafang rear wheel motor
Sensor type Cadence, speed sensors
Battery 360Wh Li-Ion Polymer 36V 10Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes H Diamant 50cm
Fork Suspension forks: Suntour NEX
Transmission Shimano Altus 21-speed, Rapidfire
Brakes Tektro Auriga hydraulic disks
contact
Colag AG
Grubenstrasse 40 · CH-8045 Zürich

Tel 0041 43 2557755
Fax 0041 43 2557770

The front light can be easily removed and will continue to shine – powered by a small
internal battery. This means that when parking the bike you should take the light with
you for security, and don't forget to change the batteries regularly: neither of these exactly make the user’s life easier.

Mail info@colag.ch
Web www.colag.ch

The Bafun hub motor is smaller in diameter than the disk brakes and gear cassette.
The motor gave good assistance on hills but seemed to hold back somewhat on tour.
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Easy Pedelec

VICTORIA · Mondeville

Product category assignment
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 7
City-Comfort Pedelec K-Factor 4

Summary  Oh, là là. Riding the splendid Mondeville, any rider feels magnificent. The motor
puts in a respectable performance, but the small battery affects range.

Victoria’s bike-makers traditionally name their
bikes after cities, and this time they’ve gone
to France. Riders sit relaxed and upright on
the Mondeville and the pedelec rides securely
and with aplomb. The mid motor assists reliably and it shows its strengths especially while
setting off. It does however, as is typical for
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mid-motors, sometimes tussle with the hub
gearing, so gear-changes can be somewhat
clunky. Without the motor the well specified
Mondeville goes well, with the motor however it doesn’t go all that far. The reason? Victoria only stretched to the smaller 300 Wh Bosch
battery pack.

Key points
+ High power assist levels for Tour and Hills
+ Push assist
+ Remaining range display
+ Superb handling
+ Comfort levels respectable
– Available with 300 Wh battery only

Easy Pedelec

VICTORIA · Mondeville
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

41.8
25.8
1.43

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

20.2
20.3
1.45

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

29.9
16.0
1.26

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

26.8
2.6

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance

1.8
1.5
1.9
2.4
3.2
3.0
2.2
1.6
2.1
2.6
2.6
1.6
2.0
2.0

PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

2.299.00
k. A.

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 120 kg
Drive system 250W Bosch mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 300Wh Li-Ion 36V 8.2Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes W 26" 45cm, 28" 48/53 cm
Fork Suspension forks: Suntour NCX-D-LO Lite
Transmission Shimano Alfine hub gear 8-speed, twist shifter
Brakes Tektro Draco 2 hydraulic disks
contact
Hermann Hartje KG
Deichstr. 120–122 · 27318 Hoya

Tel 0049 4251 811-500
Fax 0049 4251 811-159

On the bars is the larger Bosch pedelec computer with remote controls. Because the
computer is easily removed, you should always take it with you when parking the bike
– for which the size becomes something of a disadvantage, as it’s a little bulky for a
trouser pocket.

Wheels RIGIDA Andra 10 f Shimano DH 3D35 r Alfine hub gear
Tyres Schwalbe Energizer 47-559 Reflex
Lighting f Trelock Uno 693 r Busch & Müller Line-Tec
			 with standlight function
extras Rear stand, push & start assist, angle adjustable
		 stem, suspension seatpost, remaining range readout,
		 ergonomic grips

Mail info@hartje.de
Web www.victoria-fahrrad.de

Shimano Alfine 8-speed hub gear with disk brake and chain tensioner. When changing
gear uphill the mid motor’s power sometimes results in gear changes not taking place
as quickly as expected.
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Business Pedelec

FLYER · Vollblut 500

Product category assignment
Business Pedelec K-Factor 10
Sport Road Pedelec K-Factor 8

Summary  The Flyer Vollblut (‘Thoroughbred’) lives up to its name. Thanks to the powerful
rear drive it’s a real racing steed, which took the test victory in the Business Pedelecs category. Power assist factor and speed are top notch.

The Vollblut: a pedigree racing steed, pure-bred
for the racetrack. No wonder that rider expectations of an S-pedelec bearing such a grandiose name would be high: it should certainly have a sporty appearance and exhilarating
acceleration to high speeds. To fulfil these expectations, Flyer has broken new ground with
the Vollblut in two respects: for the first time
the Swiss company are offering a Flyer pedelec
not equipped with a rear motor but with a rear
drive instead. And second, they have gone
for the brand new rear motor from Panason-
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ic. And this really puts the spurs into the Vollblut: especially on the Tour circuit and on hills
this S-pedelec accelerates remarkably eagerly. But to do this, the motor of the pre-production bike was strikingly loud in operation,
especially for a rear drive. Flyer does promise
that this issue will be resolved before its market launch at around the time of publication
in ExtraEnergy Magazine. As on any racehorse
the riding position is sportily stretched out
on the Vollblut. In other ways too this racing
steed is more sporty than comfortable, for ex-

Key points
+ High power assist Tour/Hills
+ Push assist
+ Remaining range display
+ Regenerative braking function
+ – Insurance compulsory
– Low range for Tour
– High price

ample with the hard saddle. A small drawback:
the Vollblut can’t keep up high speed for long.
But it should be plenty for commuters to gallop off to the office.

Business Pedelec

FLYER · Vollblut 500
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

33.5
36.9
2.05

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

17.4
30.1
1.62

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

21.6
18.4
1.36

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

28.2
3.6

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

3.5
2.2
2.2
3.0
3.7
3.3
2.5
2.8
2.5
2.7
4.4
2.3
2.3
2.2

3.990.00
795.00

bike data & contact
Wheels Alex Rims Supra 28" f Shimano XT r Motor
Tyres Schwalbe Energizer Pro 42-622
Lighting f Busch & Müller Lumotec IQ-Cyo T with daytime running
			 light r Toplight flat
extras Push & start assist, remaining range readout, rear
		 stand, frame lock not keyed alike, ergonomic grips

Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 500W Panasonic rear wheel motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 422Wh Li-Ion 48V 8.8Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes H Diamant 50cm S,M,L,XL
Fork Suspension forks: Suntour NRX
Transmission Shimano XT 30 speed, Rapidfire
Brakes Hydraulic disks Shimano XT
contact
Biketec AG
Schwende 1 · CH-4950 Huttwill

Tel 0041 62959 5555
Fax 0041 62959 5566

New for Flyer is the hub motor and battery in the frame triangle. The powerful geared
hub motor impressed with its pulling power, but at least on this pre-production bike
the growling it made when starting off and when climbing at low speed was irritating.

Mail info@flyer.ch
Web www.flyer.ch

The control centre with start/push assist, bell, gear shifters and comfort grips.
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Business Pedelec

Haibike · EQ XDURO Trekking S

Product category assignment
Business Pedelec K-Factor 5

Summary  With or without motor assist the Xduro impresses with its great handling. Specification of the gears and brakes on the Trekking S is top quality.

This S-pedelec expresses its sporty nature immediately with its stretched-out riding position, hard saddle and rather reduced comfort. The motor also sets to work sports-style:
the Xduro accelerates quickly up to around
40 km/h. Range is not high, but it’s sufficient
for a fast commuter pedelec. With its well bal-
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anced handling and low weight the Xduro impresses with top notch ride quality, even without motor assist. Visually, the inverted motor
looks good, but when it comes to power assist
factor and speed in the Tour and Hills circuits
it isn’t quite at the top of the test rankings.

Key points
+ Push assist
+ High range for City
+ High power assist levels for Tour
+ Remaining range display
+ Rides well without the motor
+ – Insurance compulsory
– High price

Business Pedelec

Haibike · EQ XDURO Trekking S
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

42.2
33.3
1.89

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

23.1
23.8
1.37

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

33.6
16.7
1.38

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

23.4
2.5

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
2.3
1.9
2.0
1.7
1.5
1.5
2.1
1.5
1.9
1.5

3.499.00
679.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 350W Bosch Mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 400Wh Li-Ion 36V, 11Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes H Diamant 28" 48/52/56/60cm
Fork Suspension forks: Suntour Suntour HESC 45 HLO
Transmission Shimano Deore XT 10-Gang, Rapidfire
Brakes Magura MT4 Hydraulic disk brakes
contact
Winora-Staiger GmbH
Max-Planck-Str. 6 · 97526 Sennfeld

Tel 0049 9721 6501-0
Fax 0049 9721 6501-45

The motor is mounted so that like a normal bike, ground clearance is set by the lowest
point of the chainrings. This can be an advantage in uneven terrain.

Wheels Rodi T622 v/h Shimano Deore XT
Tyres Schwalbe Energizer Pro 40-622 Reflex
Lighting v B&M Lumotec IQ Cyo h Toplight Line Plus
extras Lockout, Schiebe-Anfahrhilfe, Remaining range readout,
		 Rear stand, extrem sichere Suspension forks:, Reverse		 Angel-Motor Concept, ergonomic grips

Mail info@haibike.de
Web www.haibike.de

Distinctly a pedelec 45 – giveaways are the insurance identification plate and motorbike-style rear view mirror.
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Folding/compact Pedelec

FLYER · Eco R Deluxe FOLding bike

Product category assignment
Folding/Compact Pedelec K-Factor 7
City-Comfort Pedelec K-Factor 2

Summary  Compact, agile and with ample assist comes this mighty mini from Switzerland.
The bike is easy to fold and impressed in practical use.

Easy to fold: the Eco Deluxe can be folded up
for transport by hand in just a few moments.
Then unfold it and it’ll show what it can do.
And that is to demonstrate – for a folding
bike – an impressive turn of speed. The neatly integrated mid motor drives dependably,
although it sometimes feels a bit uneven. It
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also fades out early at around 22 km/h. Without the motor the bike makes a more cumbersome impression, but with assist enabled it
shows its agile nature with the steep steering
angle, long stem and small wheels. The battery could last longer, however.

Key points
+ High power assist levels for City
+ Coaster brake
+ One key for both battery and frame locks
+ Coaster brake
+ Space saving
+ Low weight
– Motor fades out early

Falt/Kompakt Pedelec

FLYER · Faltrad Eco R Deluxe
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

45.0
22.7
1.33

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

16.8
18.6
1.28

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

25.6
14.6
1.40

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

22.1
2.6

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

1.9
1.7
1.6
3.0
3.8
3.5
1.8
2.1
2.8
2.9
2.4
2.1
3.9
2.2

2.590.00
545.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 120 kg
Drive system 250W Panasonic mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 288Wh Li-Ion 36V, 8Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes One frame size: 41cm
Fork Rigid fork
Transmission Shimano Nexus 8-speed with coaster brake, twist
shifter
contact
Biketec AG
Schwende 1 · CH-4950 Huttwill

Tel 0041 62959 5555
Fax 0041 62959 5566

This Flyer folding bike can be folded simply and easily, and then returned to riding configuration, even by beginners – unfortunately not always the case with folding bikes.

Brakes V-brake, coaster brake
Wheels WTB f Dahon r Nexus Hub gear
Tyres Schwalbe Marathon Racer 40-406
Lighting v Busch & Müller Lumotec Fly h Toplight Flat
extras Suspension seatpost, folding frame and bars, folding
		 pedals, keyed alike frame lock, centre stand,
		 ergonomic grips

Mail info@flyer.ch
Web www.flyer.ch

The specification includes everything you need for a trusty companion, either for holidays or for everyday use. Well proven folding bike technology from Dahon is used in
this pedelec, along with the mature Panasonic drive system.
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Folding/compact Pedelec

Kalkhoff · Sahel Compact i8

Product category assignment
Folding/Compact Pedelec K-Factor 10
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 8

Summary  Safe handling, superb motor and respectable battery life: these ingredients
cooked up a test win for this versatile mini bike in the Folding and Compact category.

The Sahel already made a good impression in
the last issue of ExtraEnergy Magazine, and
now the Cloppenburg-based company have
sent the Compact version. This mini-bike rolls
on 20” wheels and comes in a single frame size,
but it fits a wide variety of rider sizes thanks
to an extended seatpost and adjustable Speed-
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Lifter cockpit. The Sahel proved to have agile
handling without feeling unsafe, and the motor drives this pedelec superbly even up steeper slopes, while battery life also seemed respectable. There isn’t any suspension, but
the wide tyres absorb shocks well. Optionally available with a coaster brake.

Key points
+ High range for Tour and in the City
+ Riding position highly adjustable
+ High power assist levels for Tour
+ Space saving
+ Secure handling

Falt/Kompakt Pedelec

Kalkhoff · Sahel Compact i8
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

62.7
26.8
1.57

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

29.0
22.8
1.23

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

38.9
16.0
1.34

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

22.7
3.0

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

2.0
1.6
2.1
2.3
2.4
2.3
1.5
2.1
1.6
2.2
2.3
1.9
1.9
1.6

2.599.00
799.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 250W Impulse mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 540Wh Li-Ion 36V 15Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes uni X-Type 46cm 20"
Fork rigid Urban Compact
Transmission Shimano Nexus 8-speed, twist shifter
Brakes Magura HS11 hydraulic rim brakes
contact
Derby Cycle Werke GmbH
Siemensstr. 1–3 · 49661 Cloppenburg

Tel 0049 4471 966250
Fax 0049 4471 96644845

The Kalkhoff Sahel Compact’s drive system is all in black, comprising a Daum mid motor and a Shimano 8-speed hub gear.

Wheels Rodi Web Compact f Shimano DH 3N30-A
			  r Nexus hub gear
Tyres Schwalbe Big Apple 55-406 Reflex
Lighting Busch & Müller v Lyt Eco LED
			 h Toplight Flat Safe safety rear light
extras Folding pedals, Speedlifter, balloon tyres, ergonomic grips

Mail info@kalkhoff-bikes.de
Web www.kalkhoff-bikes.de

Thanks to the SpeedLifter stem, this pedelec can be quickly and without tools be adjusted to the rider’s preferred handlebar height. And that’s not all: the SpeedLifter
also permits tool-free turning of the bars for space-saving storage of this already quite
compact bike, for example in a mobile home’s rear compartment.
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Comfort

City-Comfort

high reliability

10

high assist power

low maintenance

high peak load assist
5

low purchase price
high quality

high range

easy to use

high hillclimbing ability

fast travel speed

low noise

low rolling resistance

high similarity to a bicycle
easy to transport

Classic

high reliability

10

high assist power

low maintenance

high peak load assist
5

low purchase price
high quality

high range

easy to use

high hillclimbing ability

fast travel speed

low noise

low rolling resistance

high similarity to a bicycle
easy to transport

Rehab

high reliability

10

high assist power

low maintenance

high peak load assist
5

low purchase price
high quality

high range

easy to use

high hillclimbing ability

fast travel speed

low noise

low rolling resistance

high similarity to a bicycle
easy to transport
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Comfort

Comfort
13 test bikes in this
category.

Comfort means feeling good. Social scientists connect feelings of comfort directly with
items which make life easier for people: that’s directly applicable to electric bikes, whose
entire purpose in life is to make things easier.
But in ExtraEnergy’s test there is more to the
Comfort category than just the motor assistance which takes the uncomfortable peaks of
exertion away from cycling. Specification and
operation must also be comfortable, creating an all-round feel-good factor for the rider.
That sounds a little fuzzy and rose-tinted, perhaps, not sharp and modern? Yet these bikes
are anything but old fashioned.

2 test bikes in this
category .

City-Comfort Pedelecs are intended for designconscious urbanites who want a smart and, of
course, comfortable everyday vehicle. Without the hassles of jams and parking, a plush
saddle, generous specification, self-explanatory controls and good suspension offer all
the fun of cycling. The minimum specification includes, alongside a reliable drive system and ideally removable battery pack, mudguards, traffic-safe lighting, a stand and carrier rack. A City-Comfort Pedelec is the ideal
vehicle for comfortable cycling through your
daily routine. Whether it’s on journeys to

work, to school, to university, for going out or
for shopping across the city and its suburbs,
these electric bikes will carry their riders in
comfort.
If that still isn’t enough for you, you should
consider a Classic Pedelec. Comfort here
means peace of mind that you own a timeless
and high quality product. The upright, comfortable riding position permits relaxed gliding along, even in a strong headwind. The
ride sensation is reminiscent of a pampering
at a luxury spa: as well as rolling along easily there’s moderate, even assistance and high
range. Visually strongly inspired by Dutch
bikes, these electric bikes are built to last
ages with robust quality components. Closed
chaincases, mudguards, good lights, stong
and easy to use carrier racks plus solid stands
are among the minimum requirements. The
high qualifications for a Classic Pedelec come at
a price, but in paying it you will have a trusty
steed to last a lifetime.

All bikes in the Comfort category:
Kalkhoff · Pro Connect X27............................60
Grace · Easy.....................................................62
Kalkhoff · Tasman Classic i8R........................64
Kalkhoff · Impulse Ergo NuVinci....................66

1 test bike in this
category .

Diamant · Mandara Deluxe +.........................88
FLYER · T7R Deluxe..........................................30
FLYER · Faltrad Eco R Deluxe...........................54
GIANT · Twist Freedom 1................................. 32
Kettler · Obra Comfort....................................36
Kettler · Traveller-E Sport...............................38
Kettler · Twin Ergo..........................................40
Raleigh · Dover i360 Harmony.......................44
riese & müller · Kendu hybrid NuVinci.........90
Sinus · B2......................................................... 92
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City-Comfort Pedelec

Kalkhoff · Pro Connect X27

Product category assignment
City-Comfort Pedelec K-Factor 10
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 10

Summary  The Pro Connect rides almost exactly like a normal bike – a compliment for any
pedelec. It’s the test winner in the City-Comfort category. The motor works superbly.

You could almost mistake the Pro Connect for
a normal bike: for a start the rear drive operates so discreetly and silently that it’s hard
to believe it's on. And then the bike rides so
smoothly, even without electric assist. But it
is a whole lot more fun with the boost, provided here by the new Xion drive, which im-
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pressed in every situation with plenty of assist power and good range. The comfortable
riding position and high comfort levels also
stood out. The elegant display is controlled via
a useful remote control unit, which does however have rather small buttons.

Key points
+ High range on Tour and in the City
+ High power assist levels on Tour, in the
City and in the Hills
+ Quiet motor
+ Push assist
+ Remaining range display
+ Regenerative braking function

City-Comfort Pedelec

Kalkhoff · Pro Connect X27
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

90.8
27.1
1.64

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

30.4
23.7
1.61

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

33.7
17.3
1.63

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

24.9
3.2

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance

2.4
2.0
1.9
2.2
2.6
2.4
2.1
2.1
1.3
2.2
1.2
2.5
2.1
1.2

PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

2.699.00
899.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 250W Xion rear wheel hub motor
Sensor type Torque sensor
Battery 558Wh Li-Ion 36V 15,5Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes H 45/50/55 cm D 45/50 cm W 47/51/54 cm
Fork Suspension forks: RST Verso 3 Magnesium, lockout
Transmission Shimano Deore XT 27-speed, Rapidfire
Brakes Avid Elixir 1, hydraulic disk brakes
contact
Derby Cycle Werke GmbH
Siemensstr. 1–3 · 49661 Cloppenburg

Tel 0049 4471 966250
Fax 0049 4471 96644845

Thanks to the hub motor in the rear wheel, the chain is stressed no more than on a
normal bike, because it only needs to transmit muscle power – and this will give it an
extended service life.

Wheels Rodi Web f Shimano DH-3D30 r Xion motor
Tyres Continental Eco Contact 42-622
Lighting f Hermanns One S r B&M Toplight Flat Plus
extras Push & start assist, remaining range readout, rear
		 stand, angle adjustable stem, suspension seatpost,
		 ergonomic grips

Mail info@kalkhoff-bikes.de
Web www.kalkhoff-bikes.de

A curious detail on the frame showing the maximum permitted speed. This proclamation is actually safety-relevant, because the rear drive can be damaged if you go faster.
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Classic Pedelec

Grace · Easy

Product category assignment
Classic Pedelec K-Factor 10
Lifestyle Pedelec K-Factor 6

Summary  Lovely, sleek and above all different: with the Easy, Grace demonstrates just how
exciting a bike with electric assist can be, and it secures the test win in the Classic Pedelecs category. The rear motor operates quietly and smoothly.

If Grace’s engineers had a motto in mind as
they developed the Easy, it would surely have
been “Be different!”. Indeed, on many levels, this Grace stands apart from other pedelecs. The most striking difference is one
you can’t see – there’s no battery pack! In fact,
this is unobtrusively concealed in the downtube. Only the large BionX motor in the rear
wheel gives away the fact that the Grace Easy
isn’t just a normal bike. The second main difference to its competitors is the chain: again
the Easy doesn’t have one! Instead pedal forces are transmitted to the rear wheel via a belt
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drive. And last but not least, the minimalism of this Grace pedelec is visually striking:
no mudguards or carrier rack. You’ll also look
in vain for suspension forks or a suspension
seatpost, and not even ergonomic grips are
fitted. All contribute to a sleek look which delights the purist’s eye, but it somewhat compromises comfort. The Easy does impress
though when it comes to handling, revealing an agile character. The rear motor also impressed with such subtle operation that riders
sometimes couldn’t believe the assist was operating – in a good way. That said, now and

Key points
+ Regenerative braking function
+ Sleek, appealing design
+ Interesting details in the specification
+ Low maintenance belt drive
– High price

again it could perhaps have offered more push,
especially on the hills. Range is respectable on
the Tour circuit, although on the hills and in
the city this Grace was among the less longer
lasting test candidates.

Classic Pedelec

Grace · Easy
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

58.8
25.1
1.27

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

18.8
19.9
1.12

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

24.0
16.4
1.15

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

22.1
2.9

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance

3.5
2.7
2.7
2.2
2.7
2.5
3.3
3.3
2.2
2.1
1.7
2.7
2.0
1.9

PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

2.999.00
799.00

bike data & contact
Wheels RYDE f KT hub r BionX motor
Tyres Continental Eco Contact 42-622
Lighting Busch und Müller f Lumotec IQ LED r Toplight Mini
extras Centre stand, Gates Carbondrive, regenerative
		 braking function

Max permitted payload 120 kg
Drive system 250W BionX rear wheel hub motor
Sensor type Torque sensor
Battery 303Wh LiMn 48V, 6.3Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes H Diamant M=49cm, L=54cm
Fork rigid, aluminium
Transmission Sram i-Motion 3-speed hub gear
Brakes Magura MT4 hydraulic disk brakes
contact
Grace
Wehrmühlenweg 8 · 16359 Biesenthal

Tel 0049 30 2325793-0
Fax 0049 30 2325793-99

The BionX-branded motor with integrated SRAM 3-speed hub gearing suffices for most
riding situations – even if many customers wouldn’t expect just a three-speed gear in
this price category. Grace has used an elaborate dropout to make replacing and tensioning the belt possible.

Mail info@grace.de
Web www.grace.de

Sleek handlebars and a removable display with detailed status information on the electrical system, plus all of the most significant ride status information as is typical of a
cycle computer.
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Classic Pedelec

Kalkhoff · Tasman Classic i8R

Product category assignment
Classic Pedelec K-Factor 8
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 5

Summary  A stylish pedelec with a touch of nostalgia – that’s the Tasman Classic I8R from
Kalkhoff. Motor response is very restrained, but the range is correspondingly very high.

A modern pedelec with the looks of yesteryear: that’s Kalkhoff ’s aim with the Tasman
Classic. The blue-painted aluminium frame
recalls the roadsters which enhanced many a
historic street scene. The brown leather saddle
with matching grips and the colour-matched
balloon tyres complete the classic look. And
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also complementing the elegant appearance
is the motor, which came across as rather restrained, but reliable and above all with great
endurance. The Tasman’s handling felt relaxed,
perhaps even sedate, with the high-volume
tyres providing the comfort: there is no suspension and no ergonomic grips.

Key points
+ High range for Tour and in the City
+ High power assist levels for Tour
+ Coaster brake
+ One key for both battery and frame locks
+ Chic retro design
– High overall weight

Classic Pedelec

Kalkhoff · Tasman Classic i8R
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

75.6
27.2
1.63

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

25.5
20.7
1.03

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

36.5
15.2
1.06

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

27.1
3.0

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

1.9
1.5
1.8
3.0
4.1
3.4
2.5
1.9
2.3
2.5
2.5
2.1
2.1
2.1

2.599.00
799.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 250W Impulse mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 540Wh Li-Ion 36V 15Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes Tour 46/50/55 cm
Fork rigid Urban
Transmission Shimano Nexus 8-speed hub gear, twist shifter
Brakes Magura HS11 rim brake, coaster brake
contact
Derby Cycle Werke GmbH
Siemensstr. 1–3 · 49661 Cloppenburg

Tel 0049 4471 966250
Fax 0049 4471 96644845

All retro, yet state of the art technology. Schwalbe balloon tyres, Magura hydraulic brakes, a chrome front light and a hub dynamo – which is now no longer a legal
requirement.

Wheels Concept hollow section rims f Shimano hub dynamo 3N30
			  r Shimano Nexus hub brake
Tyres Schwalbe Big Apple 50-622
Lighting v B&M Lyt Eco Led h B&M Toplight Flat Safe with
					  standlight function
extras Frame lock keyed alike, angle adjustable stem,
		 rear stand, closed chaincase

Mail info@kalkhoff-bikes.de
Web www.kalkhoff-bikes.de

The Daum mid motor is successfully concealed behind the sealed chaincase, which protects the chain from the weather and early failure through corrosion.
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Rehab Pedelec

Kalkhoff · Impulse Ergo NuVinci
Product category assignment
Rehab Pedelec K-Factor 10
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 8
City-Comfort Pedelec K-Factor 6

Summary  This is a full-on rehabilitation device: it’s hard to think of a more relaxed ride
than the Impulse Ergo. Kalkhoff has richly deserved the maximum points score for the Impulse Ergo, as it impressed convincingly across all aspects.

It’s not exactly a challenge to be the best bike
in a category in which there is no competition. But in the case of the Kalkhoff Impulse
Ergo NuVinci it’s not quite like that. Competitors would have a hard task in the Rehab Pedelecs category, because Kalkhoff have implemented a very clever and sensible idea: the extent of the motor assistance is controlled by
the rider’s heart rate. The harder the rider is
working, the harder the motor works to assist. This allows the heart rate to be controlled,
or kept in a predetermined band. This makes
a lot of sense for people who, after an operation for example, want to get out into the
fresh air without overdoing it. But it’s also
suitable for athletes who want to train in a
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very specific heart rate zone. The system consists of a chest band which transmits the rider’s heart rate to the pedelec, which displays it
on a large and clear screen. By continuous adjustment of the assist level, the rider should
be kept within the optimum pulse rate region.
If the workload increases, for example on a
long climb, the motor will increase its assistance. If, despite the electric assist, the maximum heart rate is exceeded, then a warning
sounds. In testing the concept worked flawlessly, although it took some testers a little
time to get used to it. It’s worth noting that
the motor assist either minimally or not at all
until the target heart rate is reached. The combination of heart rate controlled assist and

Key points
+ High power assist Tour/Hills
+ High range Tour/City
+ One key for both battery and frame locks
+ Remaining range display
+ Push assist
– High price

automatic transmission is also well thought
through, so the rider isn’t just always working
at the same rate, he or she is also pedalling always at the same rate. It’s hard to imagine a
more relaxed and simple way to ride. Complementing this practical concept is top level ride
comfort thanks to an upright riding position,
good suspension, and the grips and saddle
are also very comfortable. The motor assisted powerfully, but despite this had good range.

Rehab Pedelec

Kalkhoff · Impulse Ergo NuVinci
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

64.6
26.1
2.36

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

32.3
22.9
1.51

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

43.5
15.9
1.32

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

26.6
3.0

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

1.8
1.7
1.9
2.8
4.0
2.9
2.2
2.1
1.9
2.1
2.3
1.9
2.8
1.8

2.999.00
799.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 250W Impulse mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors,
			 	 controlled by heart rate
Battery 540Wh Li-Ion 36V 15Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes H 28" 50/55/60 cm T 28" 45/50/55 cm 26" 45cm
Fork Suspension forks: RST Verso 3 Magnesium, lockout
Transmission NuVinci Harmony stepless, twist shifter
contact
Derby Cycle Werke GmbH
Siemensstr. 1–3 · 49661 Cloppenburg

Tel 0049 4471 966250
Fax 0049 4471 96644845

This four-cornered fitness coach blows his whistle with a beep to inform the rider
whenever his or her pulse isn’t in the target zone. Test riders had widely diverging
opinions on how much sense this makes – it’s certainly a function which you need to
learn to love.

Brakes Magura HS11 hydraulic rim brakes
Wheels Rodi Scorpion hollow section rims f Shimano DH 3N30-A
 r NuVinci hub
Tyres Continental Eco Contact 42-622
Lighting f Hermanns One S LED r B&M Toplight Flat Safe
			 safety rear light
extras Push & start assist, remaining range readout, rear			
		 stand, angle adjustable stem, power assist controlled
		 by heart rate, suspension seatpost, frame lock
		 keyed alike, ergonomic grips & saddle

Mail info@kalkhoff-bikes.de
Web www.kalkhoff-bikes.de

Wearing the heart rate chest strap is necessary so that the Impulse Ergo system can
monitor the rider’s pulse. Putting on and wearing a chest strap takes a bit of getting
used to – it would be better if it were possible for the pulse measurement to be via an
armband or wristwatch which would be easier to wear.
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LEISURE

Leisure
5 test bikes in this
category.

4 test bikes in this
category.

Leisure cycling is becoming ever more popular and the bikes for it ever more sophisticated. We’re not taking here about grim tours in a group of edgy riders. Instead, electric bikes bring people together on the bike and into the countryside. You can go further,
faster, and be more relaxed. For some it’s touring, for others it’s trail riding which they
have previously never managed, and now, thanks to pedelecs, find possible.
A Tour Pedelec must withstand a payload of at
least 110 kg and should have suitable mountings for touring panniers. If a rider weighs
around 80 kg, that leaves 30 kg for the luggage, and that’s quickly reached with tents,
water, clothing, gas cooker, and spare batteries. It’s easy to cover longer stretches without
overexertion: you need to pedal, but you keep
moving fast and easily, and the Tour Pedelec
comes into its own for climbing hills. You sit
in comfort and ideally fully suspended. Touring bikes with state of the art technology have
good lighting systems, accurate display of battery capacity and battery (or batteries) with
at least 40 km range. Optional rain, wind and
spray protection is worth considering.
Sport and electric bikes aren’t mutually exclusive. Quite the opposite: sport is even more
fun with a motor. Just as in ‘normal’ sport,
what matters in this category is power, speed,
sporty chic and all-terrain ability. Young people, sporty types and trendsetters have found
a new leisure and training device in the Sport

Pedelec, and don’t rule out everyday use, either. Power and a lively ride in any terrain,
with high levels of power assist, are a must.
Stong drives combined with distinctive and
dynamic style deliver a positive image, fun
and fitness.
The most frequent question about the Lifestyle category: so what is a Lifestyle Pedelec? A
Lifestyle Pedelec is designed for sporty leisure
in which relaxation and fun are prioritised
over sporty exertion. The image is comparable
to that of a yoghurt with aloe vera – an everyday product with an extra feelgood factor.
ExtraEnergy has naturally set requirements
alongside the image and without a good drive
system, especially on the hills, a quiet motor
and agile ride quality no pedelec may join this
category. Lifestyle Pedelecs are suitable for riders of all ages who are interested in electric
bikes, who love to get out into the country
and who at the same time want to do something for their health and fitness in a trendy
yet gentle fashion.

All bikes in the Leisure category:

7 test bikes in this
category.

Utopia · Kranich Dual Drive............................70
A2B · Shima......................................................72
Kettler · Layana-e Plus....................................74
Stromer · ST1..................................................76
Bulls · CrossRider.............................................78
FOCUS · Jarifa 29R Premium 30G...................80
SCOTT · E-Aspect 910......................................82
FLYER · X-Serie(650B) XT Deluxe SE...............84

Diamant · Mandara Deluxe +.........................88
FLYER · Vollblut 500.........................................50
Kettler · Berlin Royal-e....................................34
riese & müller · Kendu hybrid NuVinci.........90
Saxonette · X-Road 1......................................46
Sinus · B2......................................................... 92
Utopia · Kranich Dual Drive............................70
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Tour Pedelec

Utopia · Kranich Dual Drive

Product category assignment
Tour Pedelec K-Factor 10
Family Pedelec K-Factor 5
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 4

Summary  An unusually shaped frame, huge payload capacity, massive range and DualDrive gears: with this remarkable bike Utopia secures a test victory.

The unusually shaped frame makes it clear
from the start that this pedelec is different.
It’s a heavy bike, and the handling is relaxed.
The front motor provides the assist cleanly
and very dependably, although the power assist factors weren’t among the highest on test.
That said, with its twin battery packs the Kranich (German for ‘Crane’) can fly a good dis-
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tance. The user controls look minimal, but
they fulfil their purpose. Other components
are top quality: Utopia is the only manufacturer in the test to opt for SRAM’s Dual-Drive, a
combination of derailleur and hub gearing. Its
high payload capacity makes this a very versatile vehicle.

Key points
+ High range for Tour and in the City
+ High payloads permitted
+ Push assist
+ Tunable motor controller
– High overall weight
– High price

Tour Pedelec

Utopia · Kranich Dual Drive
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

117.3
25.1
1.28

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

39.2
19.2
1.30

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

47.0
15.4
1.14

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

30.4
beide Akkus 5.8

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

inkl. 2 Akkus

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

2.7
2.2
2.5
2.9
3.5
3.1
1.7
3.0
2.2
2.1
1.8
2.8
1.8
2.0

5.203.00
740.00

je Akku

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 180 kg
Drive system 250W Utopia Silent front hub motor
Sensor type Cadence sensor and torque sensor with THUN X-Cell
sensor integrated in bottom bracket
Battery 892Wh Li-Ion Kobalt 36V 24.8Ah (2 off)
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Steel, CrMo
Sizes CROSSFrame 54/59/65 cm
Fork rigid steel CrMo
Transmission Sram Dual Drive 27-speed, twist shifter
contact
Utopia velo GmbH
Kreisstr. 134f · 66128 Saarbrücken

Tel 0049 681 97036 0
Fax 0049 681 9703611

Many design details mark the Utopia Kranich out as a well thought out touring bike.
Pictured are many easily overlooked details which prove very relevant in use: voluminous tyres which together with the steel fork provide excellent shock absorption, front
drive with anti-slip control which allows the bike to climb steps all by itself in push assist mode, and of course the second stand, which together with the main stand provides secure parking even with front low-rider panniers fitted.

Brakes Magura HS 11 hydraulic rim brakes
Wheels BigBull f Motor, r DualDrive hub gear
Tyres Schwalbe BigApple 55-622
Lighting f Busch & Müller IQ Cyo RN6 LED r Toplight Line plus
extras Angle adjustable stem, Speedlifter, low rider rack, rear		
stand, push & start assist, ergonomic grips

Mail info@utopia-velo.de
Web www.utopia-velo.de

The SRAM DualDrive transmission provides a sufficiently wide range of ratios despite
only having one chainring at the front. Another nice detail is the replaceable dropouts
bolted to the frame.
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Lifestyle Pedelec

A2B · Shima

Product category assignment
Lifestyle Pedelec K-Factor 10
Business Pedelec K-Factor 6
Sport Road Pedelec K-Factor 6

Summary  The powerful motor on the A2B Shima provides top class assistance. Combining a
high price and extravagant design, it took test victory in the Lifestyle category.

The A2B Shima is striking: an extravagant design, technical flourishes, and the ride is funpacked. But to do it, this compact pedelec
with 24” wheels weighs in at a full 32.3 kg. Yet
it still goes with alacrity. The rear hub motor drives the Shima onwards stormingly,
and for a commuter pedelec the range of al-
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most 44 km is respectable. The weighty battery does make for a rather heavy rear, and
a correspondingly agile front end. The control unit is an eye-catcher, using a chip fob to
start the bike. Using its twist-and-press knob
as you ride is however a little cumbersome.

Key points
+ High power assist levels on Tour and
		 in the City
+ Push assist
+ Compact dimensions
+ – Insurance compulsory
– High overall weight
– High price

Lifestyle Pedelec

A2B · Shima

MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

43.9
35.7
2.01

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

26.1
28.0
1.62

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

29.6
18.5
1.25

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

32.3
5.5

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance

3.1
3.0
2.9
3.7
4.0
3.3
2.3
3.1
2.1
3.3
1.8
3.5
2.4
2.5

PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

3.699.00
899.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 140 kg
Drive system 500 W Ultramotor rear wheel hub motor
Sensor type Torque sensor
Battery 630Wh Li-Ion 36V, 17.5Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes Unisex 50cm
Fork Suspension forks: Suntour NCX
Transmission Shimano XT 8-speed, Rapidfire
Brakes Tektro Dorado hydraulic disk brakes
contact
Hero Eco Ltd.
Reichenberger Str. 124 · 10999 Berlin

Tel 0049 30 690040700
Fax 0049 30 690040712

The A2B from Hero ECO is driven by a powerful UltraMotor hub motor, and a force sensor built into the dropouts ensures that assist power is finely-modulated.

Wheels Rims: alu hollow section rims r: hub motor
Tyres Kenda Krusader 24 x 2.35
Lighting f AXA Nano r Spanninga Pixeo
extras Rear stand, angle adjustable stem, push & start assist

Mail office.germany@heroeco.com
Web www.wearea2b.com

The battery is connected via an EnergyBus Beta connector, which disengages automatically as you pull the battery out.
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Lifestyle Pedelec

Kettler · Layana-e Plus

Product category assignment
Lifestyle Pedelec K-Factor 8
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 8

Summary  If you’re looking for a chic, stylish pedelec for use around town and in the city,
the Kettler Layana has much to recommend it. The motor assist is strong and long lasting.

Layana riders rise above the rest: the upright
riding position gives a great view, and at the
same time this pedelec rides along safe, relaxed and comfortable. Principally responsible for comfort are the wide balloon tyres, as
there’s no suspension as such. The motor propels the Layana powerfully and harmoniously,
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especially at low pedalling rates, and also provides respectable endurance. The Lanaya also
impresses with its consistently stylish appearance: it’s a chic and purposeful design right
down to the colour-co-ordinated stitching on
the leather grips.

Key points
+ High range on Tour and in the City
+ High power assist levels for Tour and
		 in the Hills
+ Coaster brake
+ One key for both battery and frame locks
– High weight

Lifestyle Pedelec

Kettler · Layana-e Plus
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

64.7
26.7
1.54

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

34.7
21.0
1.49

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

46.3
15.4
1.33

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

29.6
4.5

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

2.3
1.8
2.1
3.8
5.0
3.9
3.1
2.4
2.3
3.6
2.6
2.4
2.4
2.1

2.749.00
k.A.

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 250W Panasonic mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 555Wh Li-Ion 36V 15.4 Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes D W 45/50cm
Fork Unicrown rigid
Transmission Shimano Nexus 8-speed, twist shifter
Brakes Magura HS11 hydraulic rim brakes, coaster brake
contact
Heinz Kettler GmbH & Co. KG
Hauptstr. 28, 59469 Ense-Parsit

Tel 0049 2938 810
Fax 0049 2938 81910 00

A feast for the eyes: cream-coloured Schwalbe Big Apple tyres combined with a retrochrome front light and violet aluminium frame. Although unfortunately disk brakes
are missing: the Magura hydraulic rim brakes ensure that the first rain-shower will see
those cream-coloured tyres besmirched with black brake dust which can only be removed with considerable painstaking effort.

Wheels Mach1 hollow section rims 260 f Shimano hub dynamo
			  DH 3N30 r Nexus hub gear
Tyres Schwalbe Big Apple 55-622 balloon tyres
Lighting f RetroStyle r Busch & Müller Toplight MiniPlus
extras Balloon tyres (full suspension), angle adjustable stem,
		 keyed alike frame lock, rear stand,
		 ergonomic grips

Mail bike@kettler.net
Web www.kettler-bike.de

Colour highlights added by Kettler include the white AXA frame lock and the white/violet crankset on the well proven Panasonic mid motor.
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Sport road Pedelec

Stromer · ST1

Product category assignment
Sport Road Pedelec K-Factor 10
Business Pedelec K-Factor 9

Summary  Top class acceleration, sporty character and its unique appearance with built-in
battery pack make the ST1 a dream bike for many commuters and test winner in the Sport
Road category. The price is however also ‘sporty’.

The Stromer ST1 storms through the city with
style and speed – and it looks the part too:
a dream in black. It’s the battery pack, completely concealed within the appropriate voluminous downtube, which is mainly responsible for the Stromer’s unique, striking looks.
But it isn’t just visually that this pedelec
makes an impression. The powerful 500 Watt
motor in the rear wheel also pleased the testers: it responds immediately, and accelerates this black Swiss bike in an instant up towards 45 km/h. In other respects, though, the
system doesn’t make itself too apparent: despite its power the hub motor operates whis-
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Key points
+ High power assist Tour/Hills
+ Push assist
+ Regenerative braking function
+ High payloads permitted
+ Quiet drive system
+ – Insurance compulsory
– High overall weight
– High price

per quiet. The battery, built almost invisibly
into the frame, delivered tested ranges of almost 50 km on the Tour circuit and 30 in the
city. For such a powerful pedelec these scores
are very acceptable. The battery can also be recharged to an extent by the motor as you go
downhill, by converting braking energy back
into electricity. The riding position is rath- forks and/or a suspension seatpost. You can
er stretched out on this agile sports bike. The also opt for a less stretched out riding posihigh-volume tyres are principally responsible tion in the configurator.
for comfort: the test bike had no suspension.
That said, the specification of the ST1 can be
chosen as you wish via an online configurator,
so it could easily be equipped with suspension

Sport road Pedelec

Stromer · ST1

MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

48.3
35.2
2.01

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

24.6
30.1
1.54

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

29.2
18.5
1.38

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

27.2
3.1

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance

3.0
2.0
2.0
2.7
3.0
2.7
2.3
1.7
1.7
2.3
1.0
2.0
1.0
1.7

PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

4.240.00
1000.00

bike data & contact
Wheels Alex FR-30 f Formula DC71 r hub motor
Tyres Schwalbe Big Ben Stromer 55-559
Lighting f Supernova E3 r Busch & Müller Toplight Mini
extras Centre stand, balloon tyres, push & start assist,
		 regenerative braking function, ergonomic grips

Max permitted payload 140 kg
Drive system 500W rear wheel hub motor
Sensor type Torque sensor
Battery 522Wh Li-Ion 36V, 14.5Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes H 20" 50cm
Fork CarbonFork rigid
Transmission Shimano Sora 9-speed, Rapidfire
Brakes Magura MT2 hydraulic disk brakes
contact
myStromer AG
Freiburgstrasse 798 · CH-3173 Oberwangen

Tel 0041 31 8482300
Fax 0041 31 8481015

The high-torque, gearless hub motor on the Stromer, with hydraulic disk brakes. The
cable routing, with the connector under the neoprene sheath for weather sealing,
could still be improved.

Mail info@stromer.ch
Web www.stromer.ch

On this Stromer the mudguards are mighty: made from sheet metal and so solid that,
as pictured here, they can even take on structural roles. Not only the carrier rack but
also the license plate holder are mounted via the mudguard.
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Sport offroad Pedelec

Bulls · CrossRider

Product category assignment
Sport Offroad Pedelec K-Factor 10

Summary  Riding on the Crossrider is a bundle of fun: Bulls has crossed a pure mountain
bike with a powerful rear wheel motor – and at an attractive price. With its strong assist
and very high range it takes the test victory for the Offroad Pedelec category.

Sporty, strong steed seeks cowboy for longterm collaboration. The Crossrider from Bulls
demonstrates just how much fun a pedelec
can deliver, combining as it does direct but always secure handling with a mightily powerful drive. The whisper-quiet rear hub motor
drives the Bulls onwards majestically across
the range of speeds – even steeply uphill. And
thanks to its long-lasting battery pack, this
pedelec can also carry its rider right across
the prairie: scarcely another bike in the test
lasted as long. Furthermore, the regenera-
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tion function means the motor can recharge
the battery as you brake, too. Even without
the motor assist, the Bulls shows its mettle:
the large 29er tyres roll along well, and thanks
to the well-spaced 24-speed derailleur gearing the bike remains fluid over smaller climbs.
And despite all of this sporty nature the rider doesn’t have to skimp on comfort: the large
tyres, ergonomic grips and suspension fork
soak up the bumps from road and tracks alike.
The hard racing saddle does however suggest
the use of padded cycling shorts. The styling

Key points
+ High power assist levels on Tour and in
the Hills
+ High range Tour/City
+ Push assist
+ Remaining range display
+ Regenerative braking function
+ Good ride quality, even with motor off

matches the aggressive image of the Bulls,
while the tidy display with its smartphone
styling also appealed. The buttons could however be somewhat easier to use, especially
when the rider’s wearing gloves. The Crossrider is also suitable for asphalt cowboys: on request it is available with road tyres.

Sport offroad Pedelec

Bulls · CrossRider
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

89.8
28.2
1.84

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

37.5
25.0
1.53

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

30.7
18.3
1.38

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

25.2
3.4

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance

3.0
3.4
2.2
2.7
3.0
2.7
2.3
2.7
1.4
1.9
1.9
3.2
2.2
1.8

PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

2.699.00
799.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 115 kg
Drive system 250W Green Mover rear wheel hub motor
Sensor type Torque sensor
Battery 615Wh Li-Ion 36V, 17Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes MTB 45/50/55 cm
Fork Suspension forks: Suntour NVX-DS-MLO Lockout
Transmission Shimano Deore 24-speed, Rapidfire
Brakes Tektro Auriga E-Comp hydraulic disk brakes
contact
ZEG Zweirad-Einkaufs-Genossenschaft eG
Longerichter Str. 2 · 50739 Köln

Tel 0049 221 179590
Fax 0049 221 1795974

The removable display with intuitive menu-driven operation is controlled by the remote buttons, located right next to the grip.

Wheels STYX Alu hollow section rims r: hub motor
Tyres Semislic Vee Rubber 54-622
Lighting —
extras Rear stand, remaining range readout, downhill
		 assistant (regenerative braking), push & start assist,
		 ergonomic grips

Mail info@bulls.de
Web www.greenmover.de

The battery pack connects to both the charger and drive system via an EnergyBus Beta
magnetic connector.
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Sport Offroad Pedelec

FOCUS · Jarifa 29R Premium 30G

Product category assignment
Sport Offroad Pedelec K-Factor 8

Summary  With or without its very powerful power assist, the lightweight Focus Jarifa delivers a very satisfying ride in any situation. The long-lived battery pack gives this sporty
mountain bike pedelec very high range figures.

La hermosa Jarifa, or the beautiful Jarifa,
comes from a Spanish novel from the middle
ages. Now beauty is always in the eye of the
beholder, but what is more significant is the
intrinsic quality. Here this is in evidence: Focus have sent a racy hardtail mountain bike
with large 29er wheels in for testing. Bad news
for skirt chasers: the Jarifa is already married – to an enormously powerful Xion-branded rear wheel motor. This whisper-quiet drive
in the rear hub makes bike rides a real pleasure: it swings in eagerly behind the pedaller’s
foot pressure and accelerates the Jarifa like
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the wind up to the assistance speed limit. It
also reacts with the agility you’d expect from
its MTB heritage, despite the heavy motor in
the rear wheel. The rider sits quite stretched
forward, and the round grips and hard saddle underline the sporty nature of the Jarifa.
The large wheels with their wide knobbly tyres
swallow pretty much any obstacle in their
course, and the high quality suspension fork
irons out uneven terrain superbly. Coming in
at a seriously slim 22.2 kg and with 30 wellspaced derailleur gears the Jarifa keeps up its
sporty progress even with the motor switched

Key points
+ High power assist levels on Tour, in
		 the City and on Hills.
+ High range Tour/City
+ Push assist
+ Remaining range display
+ Regenerative braking function
– High price

off. But there’s little reason to switch off, as
the battery pack proved to last extremely well.
The range can also be extended further by using the regeneration function, controlled via
the tidy bike computer.

Sport Offroad Pedelec

FOCUS · Jarifa 29R Premium 30G
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

82.8
26.4
2.00

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

28.0
23.9
1.58

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

31.6
16.7
1.54

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

22.2
3.2

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance

2.3
2.9
1.8
2.4
2.5
2.2
2.3
1.9
1.7
2.3
2.1
2.9
3.2
2.0

PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

3.099.00
899.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 250W Xion rear wheel hub motor
Sensor type Torque sensor
Battery 558Wh Li-Ion 36V 15.5Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes H S=42/M=47/L=52 cm
Fork Suspension forks: RockShox Recon Silver lockout with remote
control
Transmission Shimano XT 30-speed, Rapidfire
contact
Derby Cycle Werke GmbH
Siemensstr. 1–3 · 49661 Cloppenburg

Tel 0049 4471 966250
Fax 0049 4471 96644845

Well hidden, and not legible as you ride: a sticker informing you that this vehicle does
not comply with German STVZO regulations and so is not permitted to be used on the
road in traffic.

Brakes Shimano Deore BR-M596 hydraulic disk brakes
Wheels Rodi Web f Concept Disc r Hub motor
Tyres Continental Race King 55-622
Lighting —
extras Push & start assist, remaining range readout,
		 ergonomic grips

Mail info@kalkhoff-bikes.de
Web www.kalkhoff-bikes.de

The removable display with intuitive menu-driven operation is controlled by the remote buttons, located right next to the grip.
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Sport offroad Pedelec

SCOTT · E-Aspect 910

Product category assignment
Sport Offroad Pedelec K-Factor 7

Summary  With its new E-Aspect, Scott has come up with a dyed-in-the-wool sports pedelec
on large 29er wheels. The perfectly-tuned drive system delivers plenty of push, and this
lightweight e-mountainbike only just missed out on a very good award.

The Scott E-Aspect hints at hidden aggression, and not just in its appearance. This electric-assist mountainbike shows itself to be a
feisty ride, whether on-road or off. The predominant impression of this 29er is that it is
sporty, thanks also to the stripped-down look
which helps the E-Aspect, at 21 kg, to its position as the lightest bike in the test. This Scott
bike feels agile and manoeuvrable, without
ever becoming flustered in its reactions. Even
without motor assistance it is a very manageable ride – at least for a pedelec, and not for
nothing did it bring home top marks in the ergonomics test for riding without the motor.
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But the real top marks come when the motor is running. The drive system is perfectly
matched with a nine-speed derailleur transmission, and they drive the E-Aspect powerfully through the full speed range, while the
battery pack delivers a respectable range. That
said, the Scott isn’t quite at the top of the
rankings when it comes to range and power assist factor on the Tour circuit. Nonetheless, the Bosch system works very efficiently,
and riders who are not fixated on long range
will find the Scott an attractive and very lightweight e-MTB. The wide 29er tyres and the
100 mm-travel suspension forks soak up prac-

Key points
+ High power assist levels on Tour, in
		 the City and on Hills.
+ High range Tour/City
+ Low overall weight
+ Push assist
+ Remaining range display
– High price

tically any impact, and they roll fuss-free over
minor obstacles. With its sporty heritage the
E-Aspect is no king of comfort, not helped by
the stretched-out position, the hard saddle
and round grips.

Sport offroad Pedelec

SCOTT · E-Aspect 910
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

66.6
26.9
1.59

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

27.5
23.7
1.65

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

34.0
15.8
1.48

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

21.0
2.5

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance

1.5
1.3
1.7
1.8
1.8
1.6
2.5
1.7
1.3
1.8
2.0
1.3
2.1
1.3

PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

2.999.00
679.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 130 kg
Drive system 250W Bosch mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 400Wh Li-Ion 36V, 11Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes MTB M 44cm/L 48cm/XL 53cm
Fork Suspension forks: RockShox XC 32 with lockout
Transmission Shimano XT 9-speed Rapidfire
Brakes Hydraulic disk brakes Shimano BR-M 446
contact
SCOTT Sports AG Niederlassung Deutschland
Gutenbergstr. 27 · 85748 Garching-Hochbrück

Tel 0049 89 8987836-15
Fax 0049 89 8987836-50

Rather unusual on an MTB: a Pletscher stand – but for a pedelec, even in this category,
perfectly acceptable. If you ride in a seriously sporty style you should be aware that the
mid motor will mean that regular changes of chain and sprockets will be necessary (users typically report around every 3.000 km).

Wheels Syncros XC 49 f Formula CL51 r Shimano FH-M629
Tyres Schwalbe Rocket Ron 29x2,25
Lighting —
extras Push & start assist, remaining range readout, rear
		 stand (optional), suspension forks with remotely-operated 		
		lockout

Mail scott-de@scott-sports.de
Web www.scott-sports.com

Seen against the slimline brake levers, the large buttons make the Bosch system controls look somewhat bulky.
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lifestyle Pedelec

FLYER · X-Serie(650B) XT Deluxe SE

unrated

Summary  Flyer supplied a superbly equipped offroad runabout. The motor and top class
comfort delivered a highly enjoyable ride. Not rated because of the unregulated motor.

The X-Serie XT Deluxe sees Flyer launching an
offroader on 27.5" tyres. This new wheel size
is said to combine the advantages of manoeuvrable 26" wheels with the low rolling resistance of 29ers. And it works! This bike feels
sporty, with agile but very secure handling.
The motor, perfectly tuned to match the transmission, also impressed. It assisted powerful-
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ly yet harmoniously. That made for a highly
enjoyable ride – especially because Flyer had
sent the Swiss 250 Watt version with an unregulated motor for the test. But because this
model is available only in Switzerland, ExtraEnergy has not given it a rating as it is not directly comparable.

Key points
+ High range for Tour and in the City
+ High power assist levels for Tour
+ Push assist
+ Remaining range display
+ High levels of rider comfort
– High price

lifestyle Pedelec

FLYER · X-Serie(650B) XT Deluxe SE
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

60.5
31.6
2.03

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

32.0
22.5
1.17

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

41.4
15.5
1.28

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

24.3
3.9

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

1.6
1.7
1.8
2.9
3.5
2.7
2.3
2.1
1.8
2.1
2.4
1.9
1.9
1.5

4.490.00
745.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 120 kg
Drive system 250W Panasonic mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 476Wh Li-Ion 36V 13.2 Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes D 46cm S, M, L
Fork Suspension fork: RockShox Revelation
Transmission Shimano XT10-speed, Rapidfire
Brakes Hydraulic disk brakes Shimano XT
contact
Biketec AG
Schwende 1 · CH-4950 Huttwill

Wheels AlexRims FR30 f Shimano HB-M788 r FH-M785
Tyres Schwalbe Nobby Nic 57-584
Lighting —
extras Rear shock unit RockShox Monarch, clipless pedals,
		 push & start assist, remaining range readout, remotely 		
		 operated lockout, rear stand, ergonomic grips

Tel 0041 62959 5555
Fax 0041 62959 5566

Combining full suspension and mid motor with a central battery doesn’t make for
easy design. Looking at this you can fully understand how much thought the Flyer designers must have put into reaching a sensible solution.

Mail info@flyer.ch
Web www.flyer.ch

The well-proven Panasonic pedelec computer displays all of the vital details, and it is
fixed to the bike – so there is no need to carry it with you when you park.
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Transport

Family

high reliability

10

high assist power

low maintenance

high peak load assist
5

low purchase price
high quality

high range

easy to use

high hillclimbing ability

fast travel speed

low noise

low rolling resistance

high similarity to a bicycle
easy to transport

Cargo

high reliability

10

high assist power

low maintenance

high peak load assist
5

low purchase price
high quality

high range

easy to use

high hillclimbing ability

fast travel speed

low noise

low rolling resistance

high similarity to a bicycle
easy to transport
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Transport

Transport
4 test bikes in this
category

Family friendly pedelecs and cargo pedelecs have very similar requirements. For the
drive system, what matters is not the highest speeds, but how well you can tackle climbs
even with additional loads on board - and still enjoy the ride.

Cargo pedelecs, like any cargo bikes, are of distinctive appearance and are designed for safe
transport of large loads or people (sometimes
several). Unfortunately, they are still all too
rare. It’s amazing really, because what could be
a better application of an electric assist motor
than to move really serious stuff by bike?
What’s needed is pedelecs with powerful motors, especially under peak load, for example
when climbing steep hills. 135 kg payload rating is the minimum, and they also need special stopping and parking equipment; otherwise the bike could tip over while being loaded, perhaps even trapping the rider beneath it.
No test bikes in this
category.

Cargo bikes can be put to work by courier
companies or they can also serve as car replacements for large shopping loads. Experienced cargo pedelec riders appreciate the low
maintenance and good price-performance ratio which these vehicles offer. No load is too
heavy and no road too steep.
Family pedelecs need to carry loads of a differ-

ent type. Surely nobody needs motor assist
more than environmentally-conscious families who need to lug children and shopping to
and fro. Clearly, payload rating (110 kg), safety
and reliability are important for this category.
It must be possible to fit childseats and trailers. The minimum range of 30 km will permit
riding in stop-and-go traffic and shorter rides
without risking empty batteries.
A powerful drive system is essential: it will
have the weight of an extra (small) person
and all sorts of other miscellaneous luggage
to make up for, so it will need a high level of
peak power (a ‘Hills U-Factor’ of at least 1).
Suspension, a road-safe specification and an
easy to use operator interface with reliable
battery level read-out will all make family life
easier. Six bikes in this test qualified as family
vehicles, two of which were awarded test certificates. So there’s still plenty to do when it
comes to family matters.

All bikes, uncategorised:
Diamant · Mandara Deluxe +.........................88
riese & müller · Kendu hybrid NuVinci.........90
Sinus · B2.........................................................92
Utopia · Kranich Dual Drive............................70
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Family Pedelec

Diamant · Mandara Deluxe +
Product category assignment
Family Pedelec K-Factor 9
Tour Pedelec K-Factor 8
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 8
City-Comfort Pedelec K-Factor 5

Summary  With pleasant handling and high levels of comfort the Mandara makes a trusty
companion. The motor matched the gearing perfectly. This Diamant pedelec missed out
on winning this test category by just a hair’s breadth.

A long history: bikes have been made at Diamant in and around Chemnitz, Germany,
since 1885. And with some success: Diamant
racing bikes have taken their riders to victories including several road World Championships. And even almost 130 years since their
foundation the brand, which since 2003 has
been owned by global company Trek, stands
for quality. This is exemplified not least in the
Mandara Deluxe+. Visually this silver-grey, low
step-through machine impresses immediately with its timeless elegance, and with colour
contrasts on the seatpost clamp and handlebar ends it all makes for a striking appearance. The historic logo recalls the long tradition of the brand: the Diamant man smiles out
at onlookers from the seatstays. But this pe-
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delec is by no means just a pretty face: on the
road it proves to ride superbly – and that’s in
practically every respect. It pampers the rider
with high levels of comfort, provided by the
relaxed riding position on the bike, and also
through the strong specification with suspension fork, suspension seatpost and ergonomically-shaped grips. Complementing this
comfort, the mid motor on this Diamant pedelec works truly harmoniously: it is perfectly
tuned to the bike and to the 10-speed derailleur gears, and especially on the Tour circuit it
propelled the bike powerfully and evenly. The
well spaced gears, the well-behaved handling
and the relatively not too excessive weight
must all contribute to the ability of a Diamant
rider to make fairly lively progress even with-

Key points
+ High power assist levels for Tour
+ High range in the City
+ One key for both battery and frame locks
+ Remaining range display
+ Push assist
+ High payloads permitted

out the motor. Overall then it is well suited for
long touring rides or for urban use. The fact
that the Mandara has been categorised nonetheless into the Transport test category is
down to factors including the ease of use and
high reliability. And thanks to its high maximum payload it is also ideally suited to be a
family pedelec with a young passenger aboard
as well via a childseat.

Family Pedelec

Diamant · Mandara Deluxe +
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

54.6
25.5
1.92

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

22.3
20.8
1.19

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

32.9
15.5
1.14

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

24.7
2.6

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance

2.3
1.3
1.8
2.3
2.8
2.9
2.6
1.9
1.6
2.0
2.3
1.6
2.1
1.6

PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

2.799.00
699.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 160,50 kg
Drive system 250W Bosch mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 400Wh Li-Ion 36V, 11Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminum
Sizes D 26" 40cm, 28" 45/50/55 cm H 28" 50/55/60 cm
Fork Suspension forks: Bontrager SPA, adjustable spring (30 mm)
Transmission Shimano Deore LX 10-speed, Rapidfire
Brakes Magura HS 11 hydraulic rim brakes
contact
TREK Fahrrad GmbH
Stettbachstr. 2 · CH-8600 Dübendorf

Tel 0049 180 3507010
Fax 0049 180 3507015

Exemplary: the CE mark is clearly visible on this Diamant pedelec on the lower part of
the frame. But bear in mind that this legally required mark does not in itself say anything about whether the regulations have been complied with. For this, only the CE
Comformity Study which should be included with the user manual can help.

Wheels VUELTA Cut 19 f Shimano LX Dynamo r: Shimano LX
Tyres Schwalbe Energizer Pro 40-622 Reflex puncture resistant
Lighting Supernova E3 Pro h Hermanns Track with standlight 		
			 function
extras Push & start assist, remaining range readout, rear stand,
		 angle adjustable stem, suspension seatpost, frame lock keyed
		 alike ('One-Key Concept'), ergonomic grips

Mail vertrieb@diamantrad.com
Web www.diamantrad.com

Hydraulic rim brakes, LED front light and suspension built into the steerer tube ensure
safety and comfort on board the Diamant Mandara Deluxe +.
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Family Pedelec

riese & müller · Kendu hybrid NuVinci
Product category assignment
Family Pedelec K-Factor 10
Tour Pedelec K-Factor 8
Folding/Compact Pedelec K-Factor 8
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 7
City-Comfort Pedelec K-Factor 3

Summary  This very agile compact runabout in Ferrari red impressed with top class comfort and a superb drive system. Highly adjustable and easy to transport makes it the test
winner!
It’s true: when you first get onto the Kendu ly with the stepless transmission. Or the top
you feel like a giant. But this runabout quickly class comfort achieved through full suspeninstils trust, and it impresses overall, too, as it sion, wide tyres, a relaxed riding position and
scored highly enough to compete in no fewer comfortable grips. And the Kendu is pleasant
than six of the 11 ExtraEnergy categories. Per- to ride even without the motor. Another adhaps it’s the motor, which does its job power- vantage is that this highly adjustable pedelec
fully yet harmoniously, and teams up perfect- can be used by the whole family.
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Key points
+ High power assist levels for Tour
+ High payloads permitted
+ Push assist
+ One key for both battery and frame locks
+ Remaining range display
+ Easily transported, stem folds
– High price

Family Pedelec

riese & müller · Kendu hybrid NuVinci
MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

47.7
25.8
1.71

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

18.8
21.2
1.14

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

28.4
16.7
1.27

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

25.3
2.6

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance

2.2
1.4
1.9
2.4
3.4
2.9
1.6
1.9
1.8
2.4
2.5
1.6
1.8
1.7

PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

3.798.90
699.00

bike data & contact
Wheels Rims 20" f Shimano Deore XT r NuVinci 360
Tyres Schwalbe Big Ben 55-406, Reflex
Lighting f B&M Lumotec CYO IQ LED r Toplight Flat Plus LED
extras Push & start assist, remaining range readout, rear
		 stand, stem/handlebar unit folds and rotatable via
		 quick release, rear shock unit (X-fusion Glyde R-PV),
		 closed chaincase, balloon tyres, ergonomic grips

Max permitted payload 150 kg
Drive system 250W Bosch mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 400Wh Li-Ion 36V, 11Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes universal 46cm
Fork Suspension forks: Spinner Grind 20"
Transmission NuVinci N360, twist shifter
Brakes Tektro Dorado hydraulic disk brakes
contact
riese und müller GmbH
Feldstrasse 16 · 64331 Weiterstadt

Tel 0049 6151 366860
Fax 0049 6151 3668620

The small wheels and voluminous tubing make for unusual proportions. Also of note
is the stem, which is adjustable to the user’s preferred angle via a quick-release.

Mail team@r-m.de
Web www.r-m.de

An imposing rear swing-arm packed with fine technology: the NuVinci stepless
hub gear with disk brake, Bosch mid motor and a fully enclosed chain thanks to a
Chainglider.
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Family Pedelec

Sinus · B2

Product category assignment
Family Pedelec K-Factor 8
Easy Pedelec K-Factor 7
Tour Pedelec K-Factor 6
City-Comfort Pedelec K-Factor 4

Summary  With the B2, Sinus has entered a remarkably fine low-stepthrough model into
the pedelec race. This bike impressed all round in the test, and only on the hills was power a little lacking.

With its matt silver frame and red colour highlights the Sinus B2 has something about it –
especially for a low step-through pedelec. And
alongside the appearance, the mid motor also
impressed with its very harmonious operation. On hills in particular, though, test riders would have liked to have had a little more
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assist power to hand. Overall though, the B2
had a pleasantly unflustered ride. That applies
also to riding without the motor, and even
downhill. Kudos too for the comfort: suspension, ergonomic grips and the comfortable
saddle all combined to good effect with the relaxed, upright riding position.

Key points
+ High range Tour/City
+ High power assist levels for Tour
+ Push assist
+ High payloads permitted
+ Remaining range display
+ One key for both battery and frame locks

Family Pedelec

Sinus · B2

MEASURED VALUES & PRICES
RIDE PERFORMANCE – TOUR
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

60.2
25.5
1.49

117,3

33,5

36,9

22,7

2,01

1,18

RIDE PERFORMANCE – HILLS
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

25.6
20.1
1.19

39,2

15,0

RIDE PERFORMANCE – CITY
Range (in km)
Ø-Speed (in km je h)
Power assist factor

WEIGHT
Bike (in kg)
Battery (in kg)

30,1

18,6

1,75

1,03

36.9
15.8
1.15

47,0

18,5

18,5

14,6

1,56

1,06

25.8
2.6

21,0

32,3

2,5

5,8

ergonomietest
Battery removal
Unique charger identification
Battery replacement
Mounting to car carrier
Ease of carrying (grip points on frame)
Lifting over load sill (lifting the bike)
Ergonomic adjustment
Selecting ride mode
Ride quality with motor assist
Ride quality without motor
Drive noise level
Ease of use
Stability when parked
Design and appearance
PRICE
Price – complete bike (in €)
Price – battery (in €)

1.9
1.5
1.9
2.6
3.1
3.3
2.1
1.8
2.3
3.1
2.2
1.6
2.1
2.2

2.199.00
699.00

bike data & contact
Max permitted payload 140 kg
Drive system 250W Bosch mid motor
Sensor type Cadence, torque and speed sensors
Battery 400Wh Li-Ion 36V, 11Ah
Battery charge status display Accurate
Frame Aluminium
Sizes Unitube 26" 46cm, Unitube 28" 46/50/54 cm H 48/52/56cm
 D 44/48/52cm
Fork Suspension forks: Suntour NEX
Transmission Shimano Nexus 7-speed, twist shifter
contact
Winora-Staiger GmbH
Max-Planck-Str. 6 · 97526 Sennfeld

Tel 0049 9721 6501-0
Fax 0049 9721 6501-45

The large connector for the Bosch charger can at least never be mistakenly used with
any other system. But we’re driven to ask whether any plug really has to be quite so
bulky!

Brakes Magura HS 11 hydraulic rim brakes
Wheels Ryde X-Pace v Shimano DH3N20, Nexus hub gear
Tyres Schwalbe Energizer Reflex, 40-622
Lighting f B&M Lumotec LYT N r Toplight Flat Plus
			 with standlight function
extras Angle adjustable stem, suspension seatpost, frame lock 		
		 keyed alike, push & start assist, remaining range readout, 		
		 rear stand, ergonomic grips

Mail info@winora-group.de
Web www.winora-group.de

Fine workmanship on the aluminium frame, on show here where the mid drive motor is mounted.
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DEALER DIRECTORY

Dealer directory
sorted by (German) postcode

0

1

Tretmühle Dresden

Alte Dresdner Straße 1

01108 Dresden

0351 8802147

tretmuehle.de

Drahtesel 2000 e.K.

Neubertstraße 29

01307 Dresden

0351 4425666

drahtesel200.de

Tretmühle Radebeul

Moritzburger Straße 11

01445 Radebeul

0351 8956363

tretmuehle.de

Fahrrad Liebsch

Struvestraße 24

01844 Neustadt

03596 503123

fahrrad-liebsch.de

Fahrradhandel Dubrau

Franz-Mehring-Straße 55

03046 Cottbus

0355 715062

fahrrad-dubrau.de

Fahrrad Hammer

Eilenburger Str. 8

04849 Bad Düben

034243 22326

fahrrad-hammer.de

BikeMike

Bahnhofstr. 2

07381 Pößneck

03647 449991

bike-mike.net

Bike Profis Zwickau e.K.

Äußere Dresdner Str. 8

08066 Zwickau

0375 6061139

bikeprofis.de

r Fahrradland Auerbach Müller + Schneider GbR

Obere Bahnhofstr. 9 – 11

08209 Auerbach

03744 188480

fahrradland.de

Balance Radsporthaus

Ahornstr. 39

09112 Chemnitz

0371 3540343

radsporthaus-balance.de

Lautlos durch Deutschland GmbH

Wilhelmstraße 93

10117 Berlin

030 88766234

lautlos.com

Xtreme Mobility Luckenwalde

2

3

Bahnhofplatz 6

14943 Luckenwalde

033708 907373

xtreme-mobility.de

r Xtreme Mobility Rangsdorf

Seebadallee 50

15834 Rangsdorf

033708 907373

xtreme-mobility.de

Fahrradhaus Leffin

Friedrich-Engels-Ring 22

17033 Neubrandenburg

0395 581660

fahrradhaus-leffin.de

Bike Market

Hornissenweg 7

18069 Rostock-Schulow

0381 4902050

bikemarket24.de

Zweiradhaus Drygalla

Am Parkplatz 7C

18230 Ostseebad Rerik

038296 78442

rerikrad.de

r Fahrradhandel Heiden

Handwerkerring 16

18437 Stralsund

03831 4828999

eBike Store Hamburg

Lindenplatz 1

20099 Hamburg

040 2093322-10

Rad & Sport Vertriebs GmbH

Horster Landstr. 117

21220 Seevetal (Maschen)

04105 84005

Fahrradhaus Scholz

Langenhorner Chaussee 157

22415 Hamburg

040 5317744

Liegeradstudio

Osdorfer Landstraße 245B

22549 Hamburg

040 395285

Veloman Elektro-Fahrräder

Mittelstraße 72

22851 Norderstedt

040 33984212

Rad ab Flensburg

Robert-Koch-Str. 31

24937 Flensburg

0461 53553

Voltrad e-Bike Fachgeschäft

Oha 9

25373 Ellenhoop

04120 1500

Rad und Spielhuus Bohnenkamp

Markt 32

25821 Bredstedt

04671 9435785

Fahrradzentrum Oldenburg

Bahnhofsplatz 2a

26122 Oldenburg

0441 21882-40

Zweirad Bahrenburg KG

Dipshorner Str. 1 a

27412 Wilstedt

04283 982105

fahrradhandel-heiden.de
ebikestore.de
fahrradhaus-scholz.de
liegeradstudio.de
veloman.de
radab-flensburg.de
voltrad.de
radunsspielhuus.de
fzol.de
zweirad-bahrenburg.de

Per Pedal

Herrlichkeit 36(B6)

28857 Syke

04242 9295090

Fahrrad-Scheune-Wietzendorf

Kampstr. 36

29649 Wietzendorf

05196 250313

e-motion Technologies Hannover

Am Markt 13

30159 Hannover

0511 37069874

Zweirad-Fachwerk

Kapellenweg 6

30966 Hemmingen

0511 4508497

Bike Arena Benneker

Bünder Straße 14

32120 Hiddenhausen (Sundern)

05221 6990848

bikearena-benneker.de

BB-Cycles

Nammer Platz 1

32457 Porta Westfalica/Nammen

0571 97599880

bb-cycles.de

Hempelmann Lippe-Bikes

Detmolder Straße 27

32791 Lage

05232 3389

perpedal.de
fahrradscheune-wietzendorf.de
emotion-technologies.de
zweirad-fachwerk.de

lippe-bikes.de

Fahrradhof GmbH

Wilhelmshöhe Allee 253

34131 Kassel

0561 313083

fahrradhof.de

Anhänger & Fahrräder ESKUCHE

Die schwarze Gasse 3

34253 Lohfelden/Kassel

0561 518805

ebike-eskuche.de

Freddys 2Rad-Shop

Gemündener Str. 22

34630 Gilserberg-Moischeid

06696 7139

Stromrōad

Tannenweg 5b

35232 Dauphetal

06468 283555

r Zweirad Licher

Wellergasse 9

35582 Wetzlar-Dutenhofen

0641 202912

zweirad-licher.de

leichter fahren Elektrorad-Zentrum

Dietzhölzstraße 6

35713 Eschenburg

02774 918477

leichter-fahren.de

Radsport Wern

Viehweg 23

35781 Weilburg

06471 918841

radsport-wern.de
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freddys-2rad-shop.de
stromroad.de
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r Fahrradwelt Seng

Horwiedener Straße 2

36100 Petersberg

0661 66505

velocity Braunschweig GmbH

Kurt-Schumacher-Str. 8-14

38102 Braunschweig

0531 12311820

Ecki’s kleine Fahrrtadwelt

Münchenstr. 45

38120 Braunschweig

0531 8667451

auto Partner/2Rad Partner Fenske

Hildesheimer Str. 14

38159 Vechelde

05302 6575

r eBikeStore Wolfsburg Hotz und Heitmann GmbH Heinrich-Nordhoff-Straße 119

38440 Wolfsburg

05361 204-0

Zweirad Schael Fritz Schael GmbH & Co. KG

Kleiststr.5

38440 Wolfsburg

05361 14064

Rad & Tat

Karl Zerbst Str. 22

38889 Blankenburg (Harz)

03944 369777

r Jung & Volke Zweiradstudio

Jahnstr. 22 – 24

40215 Düsseldorf

0211 376077

r Der Zweirad Experte in Wuppertal

Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 131G

42117 Wuppertal

0202 4299749-0

E.Motion Velbert

Konrad-Zuse-Str. 1

42551 Velbert

02051 804220

Zweiräder Biernath

Grünstr. 7

42697 Solingen

0212 79610

r Zweirad Schmitz GmbH

Marsstr. 25/Ecke B 235

44579 Castrop Raucel

02305-358040

Fahrradladen BALANCE GmbH

Kortumstraße 5

44787 Bochum

0234 12051

r Ruhrgarage

Bochumer Str. 7

44787 Bochum

0234 684428

r Fahrräder Hecken

Steinhagen 14

45525 Hattingen

02324 6868073

r Zweirad Köppl

Hernerstraße 23

45657 Recklinghausen

02361 24674

fahrradwelt-seng.de

3

velocity-bs.de
eckis-fahrradwelt.de
elektrorad-spezialist.de
ebikestore-wob.de
zweirad-schael.de
rad-und-tat-blankenburg.de
jung-volke.de

4

der-zweirad-experte.de
emotion-velbert.de
zweiraeder-biernath.de
zweirad-schmitz.com
balance-fahrradladen.de
ruhrgarage.com

fahrraeder-hecken.de

zweirad-koeppl.de

Bode Bikes

Dortmunder Str. 73

45731 Waltrop

02309 409862

bodebikes.de

Erich Kimmel e.K.

Stimbergstr. 181-183

45739 Oer-Erkenschwick

02368 1204

kimmel-ek.de

Radwelt jepkens GmbH

Victoriastraße 65

45772 Marl

02365 42611

jepkens.de

ebike-Oberhausen e. K.

Holtenerstraße 91

46149 Oberhausen

0208 30763283

ebike-ob.de

r Zweirad-Center-Vogel

Krengelstraße 131

46539 Dinslaken

02064 433960

rad123.de

2Rad Weigang

Grevener Str. 434

48159 Münster

0251 212345

2rad.de

r Zweirad Hölscher GmbH

Marktallee 8-10

48165 Münster-Hiltrup

02501 7740

zweirad-hoelscher.com

r Zweiradhaus Sprenger & Brünink

Alter Pyer Kirchweg 7

49134 Wallenhorst

05407 39834

sprenger-bruenink.de

Zweirad Feldkämper GmbH

Maybachstraße 30

49479 Ibbenbüren

05451 94190

Der Fahrradladen

Langenstr. 59

49624 Löningen

05432 902106

e-motion Premium-Shop Köln

Aachener Straße 1052

50858 Köln

0221 54020185

Zweirad-Center Prumbaum

Dellbrücker Haupstr. 43-47

51069 Köln

0221 681621

Radsport Mittelstädt GmbH

Wupperstraße 13-15

51371 Leverkusen

0214 8200902

mittelstaedt.de

r Radwelt Scherer

Otto-Hahn-Str. 1

52531 Übach-Palenberg

02451 914666

sportwelt-scherer.de

e-motion-technologies Premium-Shop Bonn

Lievelingsweg 82

53119 Bonn

0228 18033625

r DRAHTESEL Räder, die bewegen

Moltkestr. 10-12

53173 Bonn

0228 358264

2rf.de
fahrradladen-loeningen.de
emotion-technologies.de
2rad-prumbaum.de

emotion-technologies.de
drahtesel-bonn.de
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5

6

7

r Kraft Rad 2-Rad Markt

Roitzheimer Str. 113

53879 Euskirchen

02251 2758

zweirad-kraft-de

r Fahrrad Stemper GmbH

Kantstr. 19

54294 Trier

0651 86181

fahrrad-stemper.de

Berens und Reus GmbH

Albinistr. 15

55116 Mainz

06131 225013

r die Radgeber

Christofsstr. 5

55116 Mainz

06131 4949063

fahrradladen-mainz.de
die-radgeber.de

E-Bike Company

Holzstraße 30

55116 Mainz

06131 4861800

e-bike-company.de

RSK Rad-Sport-Kraus

Eilper Str. 104

58091 Hagen

02331 735575

rad-sport-kraus.de

FahrRad Schwarz

Untergrüner Straße 169

58644 Iserlohn

02374 16054

technobull.de

r Rad + Tat E-Bike Center E-Bike-NRW

Herbert-Wehner-Str. 3 + 5

59174 Kamen

02307 12932

ebike.radkamen.de
velo-city-soesr.de

Velo City Topp + Rückert

Opmünder Weg 65- 67

59494 Soest

02921 31318

Löckenhoff & Schulte GmbH

Am Mondschein 26

59557 Lippstadt

02941 9488911

Zweirad Wierleuker ihr leistungsst. Zweirad Fachmarkt Werler Str. 4

59755 Arnsberg

02932 83084

Zweirad Schmidt

Otto-Hahn-Straße 2

61137 Schöneck-Kilianstädten

06187 5668

r Fahrrad DENFELD Radsport GmbH

Urseler Straße 67

61348 Bad Homburg

06172 392910

r Lautlos durch Rhein-Main Engel Elektromob. GmbH GleisStr. 3

63303 Dreieich

r Radsport König

Ferdinand-Porsche-Str. 16a

fahrradfuchs-feine Räder

rad1.de
wierleuker.de
schmidt-zweirad.de
denfeld.de

06103 3869449

lautlos-durch-rhein-main.de

63500 Seligenstadt

06182 899494

radsport-koenig.de

Darmstädter Straße 36

64521 Groß-Gerau

06152 55795

fahrrad-fuchs.de

Motorradhaus Stocksiefens

Adam Opel Str. 8

64569 Nauheim

06152 61336

ebike-stocksiefens.de

r Olek's Radsport GMBH

Mathildenstr. 54

64683 Einhausen

06251 53039

oleks-radsport.de

Bilgeri-Radsport

Bahnhofstr. 23

64732 Bad König

06063 3304

radsport-bilgeri.de

Zweiradshop Niederhofer

Wilhelm-Leuschner-Str. 21

64832 Babenhausen

06073 712003

zweiradshop-niederhofer.de

Profil Der Fahrradspezialist in Taunusstein

Aarstr. 135

65232 Taunusstein

06128 927210

W-schauss.de

r Tolle Räder

Vorstadtstraße 45

66117 Saarbrücken

0681 52676

tolle-raeder.de

r Fahrrad XXL Kalker

Oderstraße 3

67071 Ludwigshafen/Rhein

0621 57909-90

fahrrad-xxl.de

Fahrrad-Gruber GmbH

Speyerer Str. 37

67227 Frankenthal

06233 27101

Altavelo Fahrradladen

Bergheimer Str. 101

69115 Heidelberg

06221 453649

altavelo.de

r Stromrad GmbH & Co.KG

Königstr. 33

70173 Stuttgart

0711 31953771

stromrad.com

fahrrad-gruber.de

bike bar

Gomaringer Str. 23

70597 Stuttgart-Degerloch

0711 762295

bike-bar.de

Gerlinger Radcenter

Urbanstr. 6

70839 Gerlingen

07156 25550

gerlinger-radcenter.de

Fahrrad Jaiser

Stadtgrabenstr. 30

71032 Böblingen

07031 229458

fjbb.de

Roy Sports

Obere Marktstr. 4

71634 Ludwigsburg

07141 913070

roysports.de

Rad+Technik

Bilfinger Strasse 23/1

71691 Freiberg am Neckar

07141 250130

radundtechnik.de

FahrRadladen am Haagtor GmbH

Haaggasse 43

72070 Tübingen

07071 23244

wahrradladen-tuebingen.de

fredis radshop

Ledergasse 16

73072 Donzdorf

07162 26172

fredis-radshop.de

Höfle GmbH Fahrräder und Gartengeräte

In der Braike 6

73277 Owen

07021 59223

hoeflefahrrad.de
kaufmann-rad.de

Fahrradreparatur Kaufmann

Alte Kirchheimer Str. 27

73230 Kirchheim-Teck

07021 58002

Karl Heilenmann GmbH

Otto-Hahn-Str. 20-22

7235 Weilheim/Teck

07023 3500

96 ExtraEnergy.org

heilenmann.de
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r Bike Arena Bender

Koepffstr. 7-13

74076 Heilbronn

07131 96150

bikearena-bender.de

Fahrrad Bruckner

Kanalstraße 9

74080 Heilbronn – Böckingen

07131 41750

fahrrad-bruckner.de

Tilo’s Bikeshop

Lindenstr. 20

74189 Weinsberg

07134 21017

Probst KG

Stuttgarter Straße 44

74348 Lauffen

07133 5994

zweirad-probst.de

r Fahrrad Grund GmbH

Am Volksfestplatz 2

74564 Crailsheim

07951 7607

fahrrad-grund.de

Zweirad-Schmidt

Neuhofferstr. 9

75056 Sulzfeld

07269 6155

zweirad-schmidt.de

Cycle Sport

Kappelwiesenweg 3

75196 Remchingen

07232 78645

cyclesport.de

Fahrradfachgeschäft Ohngemach

Stahläckerweg 5

75365 Calw

07051 6885

ohngemach.de

tilosshop.com

OrangeBikeConcept GmbH

Heinrich-Wittmann-Straße 23

76131 Karlsruhe

0721 91590186

orangebc.com

Rad + Tat Fahrradhandlung GmbH

Waldstraße 58

76133 Karlsruhe

0721 22238

radundtat.net

eBike Haus

Durlacher Str. 5

76646 Bruchsal

07251 3919312

Zweirad Kern

Im Gereut 4

76770 Hatzenbühl

07275 3399

2 Rad Baumann

Kanonengasse 51

77743 Neuried

07807 955200

r Tour – Räder für’s Leben GmbH

Neuer Markt 14

78052 Villingen-Schwenningen

07721 878609-50

Zweirad Mueller

Am Mettweg 34

79111 Freiburg

0761 4768256

Zweirad Nübling

Rudolf-Diesel-Str. 9

79211 Denzlingen

07666 5078

7

ebikehaus.de
zweirad-kern.de
2rad-baumann.de
tour-vs.de
mueller-bikes.de
zweirad-nuebling.de

solar elektro velo

Gupfweg 3

79400 Kandern

047626 8427

solarelektrovelo.de

Fahrradhaus Schütz GmbH

Belgradstr. 66

80804 München

089 3009831

fahrrad-schuetz.de

Radl-Huber

Fallstr. 15

81369 München-Sendling

089 7232605

radl-huber.de

r Elektrorad-Zentrale BAM GmbH

Pfeuferstraße 33

81373 München

089 72609445

Der Radl-Markt GmbH

Untere Bahnhofstraße 53a

82110 Germering

089 89428900

der-radl-markt.de

Radsport Mühlberger

Tiroler Str. 11

83242 Reit im Winkel

08640 797006

sportmuehlberger.de

eBike Oberland GmbH

Meichelbeckstr. 30

83671 Benediktbeuern

08857 89 99 63

ebike-oberland.de

r Willner Fahrradzentrum GmbH

Friedrichsshofener Str. 1e

85049 Ingolstadt

0841 935350

willner-fahrrad.de

deVELOpment-engineering GmbH

Steinhausen 20

85625 Glonn

08093 90361-0

e-bike Center Augsburg GmbH

Luther-King-Str. 4

86156 Augsburg

0821 44806197

Radlshop Rückenwind

Raiffeisenstr. 14

86485 Biberbach

08271 6701

8

elektrorad-zentrale.de

ave-bikes.de
ebike-augsburg.de
radlshop-rueckenwind.de

ergo Rad

Ravensburger Str. 3

88267 Vogt

07529 974966

ergorad.de

fredis radshop

Ulrichstr. 13

88677 Marktdorf

07544 959155

fredis-radshop.de

r Eldisto GmbH

Hintere Straße 100

90768 Fürth

0911 52857823

elektrofahrrad-einfach.de

Rappold GmbH

Am Fischhaus 3

91541 Rothenburg o.T.

09861 6006

rappold-autoteile.de

Peter Stadler PS-Motor-Center GmbH

Dr.-Otto-Schedl-Str. 9 u 11

92318 Neumarkt

09181 512218

stadler-neumarkt.de

r Zeller-Zweirad-Center GmbH CO.KG

Graneckerstr. 4

94036 Passau

0851 56302

zweirad.zeller.de

Zweirad Eizenhammer

Griesbachstr. 1

94496 Ortenburg

08542 91411

eizenhammer.de

Drahteselnest

Lindenstrasse 8 A

95189 Köditz

09281 67886

drahteselnest.de

Radlereck

Hauptstr. 129 am Sternplatz

97896 Freudenberg

09375 8095

Elektrorad Mott

Rathausstr. 3-7

97922 Lauda

09343 62705711

elektrorad-mott.de

r Rad-Art OHG

Neuwerkstr. 31-32

99084 Erfurt

0361 666357223

rad-art.de

E-Bike Lounge

Häßlerstraße 8a

99096 Erfurt

0361 65383887

r Bike Revolution

Sandgrubenweg 13

A-2230 Gänserndorf

+43 2282 70444

9

radlereck.de

ebikelounge.de
bike-revolution.at
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OVERVIEW

Measured values

U-Factor

TW – 10

43.9

35.7

2.01

26.1

28.0

1.62

TS Sport offroad

Tw – 10

89.8

28.2

1.84

37.5

25.0

1.53

Diamant · Mandara Deluxe +

88

Family

vG – 9

54.6

25.5

1.92

22.3

20.8

1.19

FLYER · Vollblut 500

50

TS Business

Tw – 10

33.5

36.9

2.05

17.4

30.1

1.62

FLYER · T7R Deluxe

30

Easy

VG – 8

66.3

24.9

1.32

27.8

19.8

1.44

Speed

TS Lifestyle

78

Speed

72

Range

A2B · Srima
Bulls · CrossRider

Page

Range

Rills

U-Factor

Name

Test verdict

Product category

Tour

FLYER · Faltrad Eco R Deluxe

54

Folding/ Compact

G–7

45.0

22.7

1.33

16.8

18.6

1.28

FLYER · X-Serie 650B XT Deluxe SE

84

Lifestyle

UNRATED

60.5

31.6

2.03

32.0

22.5

1.17

FOCUS · Yesrifa 29R Premium 30G

80

Sport offroad

vG – 8

82.8

26.4

2.00

28.0

23.9

1.58

GIANT · Twist Freedom 1
Grace · Easy

32
62

Easy
TS Classic

VG – 8
TW – 10

36.6
58.8

25.9
25.1

1.97
1.27

15.6
18.8

21.2
19.9

1.67
1.12

Raibike · XDUROTrekking S

52

Business

G–5

42.2

33.3

1.89

23.1

23.8

1.37

Kalkroff · Impulse Ergo NuVinci

66

TS Rerab

Tw– 10

64.6

26.1

2.36

32.3

22.9

1.51

Kalkroff · Pro Connect X27

60

TS City-Comfort

Tw – 10

90.8

27.1

1.64

30.4

23.7

1.61

Kalkroff · Tasman Classic i8R

64

Classic

vG – 8

75.6

27.2

1.63

25.5

20.7

1.03

Kalkroff · Sarel Compact i8

56

TS Fold/Compact

Tw – 10

62.7

26.8

1.57

29.0

22.8

1.23

Ketmider · Traveller E-Sport

38

TS Easy

Tw – 10

64.8

26.0

1.74

21.2

22.2

1.75

Ketmider · Layana-e Plus

74

Lifestyle

VG – 8

64.7

26.7

1.54

34.7

21.0

1.49

Ketmider · Twin Ergo

40

Easy

VG – 9

88.2

26.4

1.53

32.6

20.5

1.54

Ketmider · Berlin Royal-e

34

Easy

VG – 8

52.7

26.4

1.69

19.9

21.4

1.39

MIFA · Cyco E.Bike

42

Easy

—

61.6

24.6

1.28

15.0

19.9

1.15

Raleigr · Dover i360 Rarmony

44

Easy

G–7

69.6

27.0

1.88

30.0

23.7

1.51

riese & müller · Kendu rybrid NuVinci

90

TS Family

Tw – 10

47.7

25.8

1.71

18.8

21.2

1.14

Saxonette · X-Road 1

46

Easy

—

64.1

23.9

1.18

18.0

20.9

1.42

SCOTT · E-Aspect 910

82

Sport offroad

G–7

66.6

26.9

1.59

27.5

23.7

1.65

Sinus · B2

92

Family

VG – 8

60.2

25.5

1.49

25.6

20.1

1.19

Stromer · ST1

76

TS Sport road

Tw– 10

48.3

35.2

2.01

24.6

30.1

1.54

Utopia · Kranicr Dual Drive

70

TS Tour

Tw – 10

117.3

25.1

1.28

39.2

19.2

1.30

VICTORIA · Mondeville

48

Easy

G–7

41.8

25.8

1.43

20.2

20.3

1.45

Ketmider · Obra Comfort

36

Easy

G–7

66.9

24.1

1.21

35.5

20.4

1.31

F
m

Front
Middle (crank or bottle cage positions)
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R
G

Rear (usually rear rack)
Good

VG Very Good
RW Rear wheel hub motor

OVERVIEW

Range

Speed

U-Factor

Weigrt

Max. payload

Coaster brake

Drive position

Battery position

Sensor type

Price

City

29.6

18.5

1.25

140.0

107.7

no

Rw

r

Ts

3699.00

A2B · Srima

30.7

18.3

1.38

115.0

89.8

no

Rw

m

Ts

2699.00

Bulls · CrossRider

32.9

15.5

1.14

160.4

136.0

no

Mid

r

Ts

2799.00

Diamant · Mandara Deluxe +

21.6

18.4

1.36

130.0

101.8

no

Rw

m

Ts

3990.00

FLYER · Vollblut 500

37.4

15.7

1.21

120.0

91.2

no

Mid

m

Ts

2990.00

FLYER · T7R Deluxe

25.6

14.6

1.40

120.0

97.9

yes

Mid

m

Ts

2590.00

FLYER · Faltrad Eco R Deluxe

41.4

15.5

1.28

120.0

95.7

no

Mid

m

Ts

4490.00

FLYER · X-Serie(650B XT Deluxe SE

31.6

16.7

1.54

130.0

107.8

no

Rw

m

Ts

3099.00

FOCUS · Yesrifa 29R Premium 30G

22.3
24.0

17.1
16.4

1.56
1.15

146.0
120.0

119.3
97.9

no
no

Mid
Rw

m
m

Ts
Ts

2199.90
2999.00

GIANT · Twist Freedom 1
Grace · Easy

33.6

16.7

1.38

130.0

106.6

no

Mid

m

Ts

3499.00

Raibike · XDUROTrekking S

43.5

15.9

1.32

130.0

103.4

no

Mid

m

Ts

2999.00

Kalkroff · Impulse Ergo NuVinci

33.7

17.3

1.63

130.0

105.1

no

Rw

m

Ts

2699.00

Kalkroff · Pro Connect X27

36.5

15.2

1.06

130.0

102.9

yes

Mid

m

Ts

2599.00

Kalkroff · Tasman Classic i8R

38.9

16.0

1.34

130.0

107.3

no

Mid

m

Ts

2599.00

Kalkroff · Sarel Compact i8

35.0

15.9

1.49

130.0

105.9

no

Mid

m

Ts

2599.00

Ketmider · Traveller E-Sport

46.3

15.4

1.33

130.0

100.4

yes

Mid

m

Ts

2749.00

Ketmider · Layana-e Plus

41.1

15.9

1.30

130.0

102.4

yes

Mid

m

Ts

2499.00

Ketmider · Twin Ergo

24.5

15.3

1.39

130.0

102.5

no

Mid

m

Ts

2599.00

Ketmider · Berlin Royal-e

18.5

15.1

1.19

150.0

123.9

yes

Fw

r

Rs

699.00

MIFA · Cyco E.Bike

37.2

16.7

1.32

130.0

104.2

no

Mid

m

Ts

3199.99

Raleigr · Dover i360 Rarmony

28.4

16.7

1.27

150.0

124.7

no

Mid

r

Ts

3798.90

riese & müller · Kendu rybrid NuVinci

21.3

15.7

1.29

130.0

104.4

no

Rw

m

Rs

2240.00

Saxonette · X-Road 1

34.0

15.8

1.48

130.0

109.0

no

Mid

m

Ts

2999.00

SCOTT · E-Aspect 910

Name

36.9

15.8

1.15

140.0

114.2

no

Mid

m

Ts

2199.00

Sinus · B2

29.2

18.5

1.38

140.0

112.8

no

Rw

m

Ts

4240.00

Stromer · ST1

47.0

15.4

1.14

180.0

149.6

no

Fw

r

Ts

5203.00

Utopia · Kranicr Dual Drive

29.9

16.0

1.26

120.0

93.2

no

Mid

r

Ts

2299.00

VICTORIA · Mondeville

40.9

16.1

1.22

130.0

100.2

yes

Mid

m

Ts

2749.00

Ketmider · Obra Comfort

FW Front wheel hub motor
MID Mid motor (crank drive)

TW Test winner
RS Rotation sensor

TS Power or torque sensor
◊ Has 2 battery packs
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ready for the future?
EnergyBus, the one
open standard for all
electric components of
Light-Electric-Vehicles.

➠ Download the latest EnergyBus brochure here:
www.energybus.org/Basics/Booklet

Test it Show

Pedelec test rides Europe-wide

Berlin · 2010
Friedrichshafen · Datum

Germersheim · 2011

Friedrichshafen · Datum
Karlsruhe · 2012

Dortmund · Datum

Berlin · 2011

Hambu

We can come to you.
Discover all the details at:
www.testitshow.org
The Test IT show is part of

Vehicle partners

Product partners
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